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This thesis is a study of Alain-Fournier's narratalogical definition of a
quest for unattainable happiness. In his only published novel, Le Grand
M e a u ln e s. Alain-Fournier portrays a character whose quest for happiness
in this world proves futile.
This study begins with the biographical representation of the author in
the text. Similarities between the two may be perceived as Fournier's
unfulfilled desire--also a quest—manifested through creative writing.
The second chapter portrays the main characters and their relationships
in the quest. Meaulnes, the central character, discovers an earthly
happiness, at a mysterious domain in
an ideal world. Here, healso
encounters the woman of his dreams, and she fulfills a romantic ideal of
purity and innocence. After his return to the real world, he is unable to
reconcile the ideal with the real. Thus, the possibility of happiness is
thwarted due to his belief that it is to be found
only in an ideal momentin
the past.
The third part of the study discusses how this nostalgia prevents the
hero--and other characters- from a successful developm ent from
childhood to adulthood. Lost youth and innocence become burdens to a
successful maturation into society where the possibility of happiness
e x ists.
In the fourth chapter, I study the symbolic initiation rite, in which
Meaulnes participates at the domain. The use o f roads sym bolizes this rite.
His ultimate refusal to accept the reality of adulthood and its
responsibilities signals a failure in his initiation.
The final section is a study of the symbolism which supports the theme of
unattainable happiness. Windows, lighting, and colors serve to
differentiate between the ideal world o f Meaulnes where happiness is
ethereal, and the real world where it would have been possible.
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INTRODUCTION

In Le Grand M eaulnes. Alain-Fournier's only completed novel
(published in 1913), the main characters find happiness effortlessly
only to quickly and irrevocably lose it.

The characters' quests for

happiness remain elusive because happiness is transitory and
therefore impossible to maintain.

The novel is ultimately about lost

innocence—the realization that life is a series of com prom ises—and
the inability to recapture the past.

Fournier him self suffered from

the same dilemma as that of his characters.

In many respects,

Fournier may be view ed as attempting through im aginative writing
to reconcile the real world with his ideal of what reality should be.
Life for Fournier is comprised of two distinct but opposing
worlds that nevertheless coexist simultaneously.

At the turn of the

century, artists combined the real world of Naturalism and the

passionate, mysterious world of Symbolism into what became
Im pressionism .
Fournier uses nostalgia, adolescence, and sym bolism in
structuring the theme that happiness is elusive and fickle.
never accessible when it is most desperately needed.

It is

The main

character, M eaulnes, a sensitive and romantic adolescent, embarks on
a m ysterious adventure that provokes passionate feelings of joy,
wonder, and love.

This adventure is the highlight of Meaulnes' life

and he subsequently strives to recapture and obtain identical
circumstances and feelings.

Unable to accomplish this, he cannot

progress forward in his development and ensure him self the
possibility of happiness.

Dissatisfied living in the present with only

the comfort of his memories, Meaulnes desires solely to re-enact a
past ideal moment.

Meaulnes embodies an aesthetic conception of

life similar to that of the symbolist hero.

In Portrait of a Symbolist

H ero . Robert Champigny posits that happiness is aesthetic, not
ethical.

He writes: "The error of the protagonists of the novel consists

in trying to build an ethical happiness without relinquishing the
aesthetic meaning of the original experience."i

Unable to do this.

1 Robert Champigny, Portrait of a Svmbolist Hero (Bloomington:
Indiana University Press, 1954), 93.

Meaulnes (and Fournier to a certain degree) is consumed by
nostalgia.

In her study on nostalgia, Catherine Savage writes:

"Nostalgia leads to failure; at the end of the novel, Meaulnes departs
again on another impossible quest, with another victim, on a line that
extends into the future with no solution."2

2 Catherine H. Savage, "Nostalgia in Alain-Fournier and Proust,"
The French R eview 38 (December 1964), 171.

CHAPTER I
THE BIOGRAPHY OF ALAIN-FOURNIER AND ITS REPRESENTATION IN
LE GRAND MEAULNES

La Chapelle-d’Angillon is a small village situated almost
directly in the middle of France in the department of the Cher and
the region of Sologne.

It is this landscape where Alain-Fournier

spent the cherished childhood that is so exceptionally evoked in L e
Grand

M eaulnes.

This area haunted or rather inspired the author

and became an integral and essential part of his art.
On holiday outings Henri listened to old, enchanting tales from
his grandmother.

Near her house he had his first glimpse of the

abandoned château of Loroy.

This landscape so profoundly moved

Fournier, that he always reflected on it nostalgically, and rendered it

artistically, both in his novel and in his correspondences. Stephen
Gurney illustrates the influence this countryside had on Fournier:
And indeed the Cher valley with its sandy marshlands,
resinous forests of pine and fir, reedy mudbanks, desolate
wastes, and lim itless flat horizons, became, in Fournier’s
childhood imagination, a thing of unbounded wonder, haunted
by an alien spirit of which it seemed a part, brooded over by
some imponderable essence whose magic endowed the
deserted wastes with a numinous and unaccustomed glow .3

Adventurous novels with adolescents as the principal
characters aroused the imaginations of the Fournier children in their
fantasy world where they could exist as children, let their creativity
flow and be unburdened by the realities of everyday life.
During the winter months, barges would often get stuck in the
icy canals, and for a few weeks strangers would attend the Fournier
school adding excitement and a freshness to their world before they
returned to their 'other' mysterious world.

This period was so dear

to Fournier that many of these memories are recaptured in his novel:
students' names, the otherworldly attic bedroom of dreams, the
visitors and gypsies, and even the drawing rooms.

Robert Gibson

writes in his study of Fournier: "The ladies used to play the piano

3 Stephen Gurney, A lain-F ournier. (Boston: Twayne Publishers,
1987), 8.

while the children would sit on thick carpets, and browse through big
books filled with adventures and carols."4
After studying in various schools and a stint in the military,
Fournier began to feel increasingly outcast and turned to literature
as a means of escape.

In 1902 he abandoned his military schooling

and transferred to a ly c é e in Bourges, where he returned to the
beloved countryside of his childhood.
relocated.

At this time his parents also

Fournier lamented their move because of the complete

break with his earlier hometown.

He made a trip to Epineuil to

invoke past memories but left terribly disappointed and never
returned again.

Later, in a letter to his parents he wrote;

"You come

to realize how much something means to you only when you've lost
it. "5
At this time, Fournier realized that his childhood was coming to
a close.

As a result, he began to feel sorrowful because the

wonderment of his youth was fading.
central themes of the novel.

This was to be one of the

A translation of the novel by Lowell

4 R o b e r t G i b s o n , The Quest of Alain-Fournier. (London: Hamilton,
1953), 12.
5 Robert Gibson, The Land Without a Name: Alain-Fournier and
His W orld. (New York, St. Martin's Press, 1968), 46.

Bair is aptly entitled The Wanderer or The End o f Youth.6
he became aware that loss is a function of time.

Gradually

He realized that he

would never do everything he had dreamed of doing as a child.

It

thus seem s apparent that the transition to adulthood naturally
entails a loss of innocence due to the subconscious development of
the ego and the consequential self-consciousness that arises.

Little or

no self-consciousness enables youth to see and experience the world
with amazement and delight, being entertained by the slightest
event and able to let the imagination flow freely due to few of the
constraints that adulthood imposes.

Referring to the holidays

Fournier spent with the grandparents, Robert Gibson draws this
nostalgic picture:
The child’s world is not circumscribed by the adult's rigid
concepts of space and time: for a child, the world might well
end on the horizon where the earth touches the sky, and a
journey to the next village can be as fraught with excitement as
an exploration to the pole; Time can seem to be frozen
m otionless, and tomorrow equivalent to never, but it can also
seem utterly boundless when he glim pses that mysterious
world where his parents were somehow children too. In his
Nançay holiday world, with those splendid vistas of heather
moorland sweeping into the far distance, where visitors burst
in from nowhere, where adults' memories were taken out and
dusted and passed from one to the other with ancient

6 Alain-Fournier, The Wanderer or The End of Youth, trans.
Lowell Bair (Canada, Meridian Classic, 1985).
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photographs, the grown-ups were like children too, for space
and time seemed to have neither beginning nor end.?

After a year in Bourges, Fournier decided to enroll in the Lycée
Lakanal in a suburb of Paris.

Its beautiful country setting was ideal

for the young man who for so long had tried to realize a duplication
o f his childhood landscape.

A fascination with music, dance and

literature blossom ed at a time that coincided with his meeting
Jacques Rivière (1886-1925) when they were both seventeen (in
1903).

Although mostly a literary critic and the editor of the

N ou velle Revue Française (from 1919 to 1925), Rivière wrote short
stories and had begun two novels at the time of his death.

With

Rivière, Fournier developed a profound, endearing, and life-long
friendship.

The two young men found a bond in frequenting the

artistic circles in the Paris of 'la belle époque.'

They shared similar

tastes, not only in the arts, but in their private philosophies as well.
They both felt regret at the loss of youthful innocence, a similar
disdain for the 'system' at the Lycée Lakanal, and a shared emotional
v u ln e r a b ility .8

7 Gibson, L and. 32-3.
8 Ibid., 5 2 .

Together, Fournier and Rivière would discover and share the
abundance of art being produced at the beginning of the century.
Throughout their friendship they produced over 900 pages of letters
that later were published.

Gurney describes the importance of these

letters in the development of their relationship: "It ripened on both a
personal and literary level into one of the most profound, loyal, and
sympathetic relationships in the history of letters."9
Contemporaries of Picasso, Vuillard, Debussy and Mallarmé,
Fournier and his friend Jacques Rivière were drawn to the artistic
movements in voque in Paris.

The impressionist and symbolist

movements especially influenced their work.

Gurney notes:

"Fournier endeavored to adapt the moods, themes, and effects
germane to impressionist art and sym bolist theory to the exigencies
of narrative prose."lO

Symbolism served both young men as a

substitute for lost religious beliefs.

Symbolism gave them insight

into another world that was musical, mysterious, beyond the senses,
and filled with pleasure and pain.

The preoccupation with the rural

scene in Symbolism was especially akin to the sensibilities of

9 Gurney, 13.
10 Ibid., 2 .
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Fournier.

Robert Champigny writes: "Toute réalité reste pour lui

chargé de sens mystérieux et symboliques . . . l'épanchement du rêve
dans la vie réelle."n

Impressionism sought to blend the principles of

Sym bolism with Naturalism and directly influenced Alain-Fournier.
He later wrote that his goal was to combine reality with fantasy: "Je
n'aime pas la merveille que quand elle est étroitement insérée dans
la réalité."!2
The culmination of these two opposing concepts of reality and
fantasy was, for both Alain-Fournier and Rivière, found in the
Debussy opera, Pelléas et M élisande.
and longing touched Fournier.

The themes of homesickness

A goal of Fournier's was to

incorporate dreams with reality in order to render them more
accessible.

In doing so, he partook in the symbolists dream-world

and the naturalists' descriptions as Gurney notes: “What Fournier
shared with the impressionists was a desire to unite the symbolist
search for an ultimate reality that transcends the senses with the

11 Champigny, 202.
12 Ibid., 94.
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naturalist's attention to the gritty textures of daily life and the
poignant impermanence o f the human

c o n d itio n .3

During the winter o f 1903 Fournier fell in love with a young
woman named Yvonne.

They courted periodically until April 1905

when Fournier broke the relationship partly because he felt that she
was too readily accessible.

It is through this relationship that we

first observe the highly imaginative expectations that Fournier held
in his ideal of love.

He wanted to reenact the romantic roles found in

his favorite literature:

Fromentin's Dominique, Rostand's Cyrano, and

Maeterlinck's Pelléas, each of whom worshipped from afar and was
denied the great love of his

l i f e . 14

On Ascension Day in 1905, an unprecedented event occurred in
the life of Alain-Fournier that was to alter dramatically his life
forever.

On exiting an exhibit of contemporary art in Paris, Fournier

perceived the most beautiful girl he had ever seen.

He wrote in a

letter: “Certes, je n'ai jamais vu de femme aussi belle - ni même qui
eût, de loin, cette grâce . . . C'était une beauté que je ne puis pas dire.
Cent phrases me viennent qui toutes conviennent, mais aucune ne

13 G u r n e y , 3.

14 Gibson, Land. 62.
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satisfait.

C'était en tout cas l'âme la plus féminine et la plus blanche

que j'aie connue.”15
Fournier discreetly follow ed her onto a steamer to cross the
river.

His perception of her, and feelings provoked in seeing her,

caused memories of his past to flood through h im -n o t unlike the
memories of Combray evoked for Proust's hero by the madeleine
dipped in tea.

As Gurney comments, "Thenceforward she was

inseparably associated with the irretrievable world of

E p in e u il." !6

Fournier then follow ed her to a stately house on the boulevard SaintGermain where he returned daily in hopes of catching a glimpse of
this image of perfection.

Finally one evening she emerged; he

follow ed her quietly and as she quickly ventured past, he whispered
to her, "Vous êtes belle."

Later, in a church, he felt he had committed

some act of impertinence and approached the young woman.

They

had a brief exchange in which he excused him self, and she rebuffed
him.

Feeling that this was his great chance, he persisted in following

her and politely struck up conversation as they walked.

Finally she

15 Fernand Desonay, Le Grand Meaulnes d'Alain-Fournier.
(Bruxelles: La Renaissance du Livre, 1963), 56.
16

Gurney, 13.
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turned to him and said,

"A quoi bon?

Mais qui êtes-vous?"

her his name and that he wrote poems.

He told

When she told him her

name, Yvonne de Quièvrecourt, he hastily replied, "Le nom que je
vous donnais était plus beau."
we know now that it was

He would not tell her the name, but

M é l i s a n d e . 17

In this utterance it seems

apparent that even before meeting her, Fournier had an idea of
whom or what she should be and does not see her for who she truly
is.

She excused herself from his company, saying that they were

acting like silly children.

His eyes never left her figure and at the

last moment she stopped and turned to look at him for a few
precious moments. "Était-ce pour, de loin, silencieusem ent,
m’enjoindre l’ordre de ne pas aller plus avant; était-ce pour que,
encore une fois, face à face, je pusse la regarder - je ne l’ai jamais
s u . " 18

One could consider this meeting as a simple adolescent

infatuation, but as we shall see presently, it was the R en con tre of his
life.

This most beautiful figure fulfilled every romantic ideal he had

of woman.

She seemed to him the most pure image of perfection

17 R o b e r t D u t e r m e , Alain-Fournier ou le fantasme amoureux.

(Paris: La Pensée universelle, 1985), 25.
18 Alain-Fournier, Lettres au Petit B . (Paris: Emile Paul, 1949),
1 3 9 -1 4 0 .
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that existed, and he would be obsessed with her until he died.
However, he later realized that his love for her was not meant to be,
and he suffered greatly dealing with the sense o f loss.

This

encounter furthered his frustration that he would not find happiness
in this world because no other person could possibly ever equal this
one in beauty, intensity and purity.

Gurney describes the

significance that Fournier attached to the encounter:
The belief that only the renunciation o f all earthly
happiness would enable him to attain the perfect felicity
prefigured in that moment, the desire to seek in another
dimension of existence the consummation of the joy
im plicit in this chance encounter, endows this fairly
typical event in the life of an adolescent with an almost
mythopoeic radiance, of which Le Grand Meaulnes is, in
part, the final expression.!9

Just months after the remarkable R en con tre. Fournier moved to
London for a summer post (which portends Meaulnes' hasty
departure after his wedding).

Due to Fournier’s romantic

temperament, Yvonne must remain for him a princesse

lointaine. At

this time, he began serious work on his novel, now having the
material and inspiration he needed.

Upon his return, he became

attracted to the writings of Jules Laforge and Francis Jammes.

19 G u r n e y , 17.

Gibson

15
believes that what primarily interested Fournier in their works was
the 'dream-life' of the characters which Gibson defined as:

. . a

vision of the past, hopes, a rêverie of long ago which comes back to
mind while a new vision begins to fade, the memory of an afternoon
set beside the whiteness of a sunshade and the freshness of another
consciousness, . ."20

This period was very difficult for him as he

strained to keep alive his ideal o f love while others were finding
theirs-'Jacques and Isabelle became engaged, which irritated him. He
also discovered that Yvonne had married.

In a reverie, Fournier

wrote to Rivière:
A ll that's left is a sense of her expression and her beauty. You
w ill simply have to believe me when I tell you that she was so
beautiful that she just cannot have an equal anywhere in the
world. I was looking for a great love, im possible and distant,
and such love came my way. And now I'm in pain . . . I haven't
won yet because I'm not loftv enough and because she's still
not lovelv enough.21

It is clear that his expectations of her could never be met.

Fournier's

vision linked purity to happiness, as we can see in these lines, and
this made him unable to attain happiness himself.
character, Meaulnes, reflects this.
20 G i b s o n , L a n d . 73.

21 Ibid., 1 0 9 - 1 1 0 .

His central

16
Due to Yvonne's marriage, he felt that he had found a muse
because she was and would remain distant and inaccessible.
Another anniversary o f the R en con tre passed—of which no doubt he
was very aware, and this added to his morbid state.

He became

cognizant at this point of the fact that he often longed to be
elsewhere.

This accentuated his penchant for nostalgia.

Again he

faced a sort of religious crisis, was attracted to the catholic Paul
Claudel, and envied the monastic life as he commented in his letters:
"To renounce forever all thoughts of love and fame.

A peace more

delightful than Paradise, more terrible and more irrevocable than
Hell, that's the greatest o f all temptations. "22

This disillusionment

with the present forced Fournier always to look to the past, to his
childhood memories and his country landscape for solace.
His dossier of ideas for writing grew, including: a young lady
with a parasol in the June sunshine, the dove-cote in the quiet
garden, the marauding gypsies in the night, the derelict chateau with
its reed-fringed pond, the magic lantern in the dark corridor, the
clown tumbling down from his leaning tower of chairs and the dead

22

Gibson, Q uest. 139.

17
face o f a girl.

Elements o f each were synthesized and consolidated

later in the novel.
In the midst of all this, he still felt a need for something
greater and more meaningful than what real life could provide him.
His longing compelled him again to look to the Catholic church.

As

Gurney comments: "But, above all, it was the need for purity,
associated with childhood, with Yvonne, with the other mysterious
landscape, the desire for which he spoke of as his 'marvellous
weakness,' that continued to haunt him ."23

Rivière, who was working

for the N ou velle Revue Française, attempted to get Fournier's works
published therein and wrote to André Gide: "My friend would like to
capture the repercussions of sensory experience and express its
metaphysical mystery.

He would like to suggest that behind every

landscape there is always a second

l a n d s c a p e . " 24

Upon leaving his military service, Fournier moved in with the
Rivières.

He envied their marital bliss, and we can sense that he

somewhat resented their happiness.

He wrote to his mother: “For my

part. I'll probably never know the stupor and the peace of sleeping

23 G u r n e y , 22.
24 G i b s o n , Land. 144.
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in the house of happiness.

There's too much pride inside me, too

much dissatisfaction that nothing can m ollify and doubtless my soul
takes up too much room ever to endure the company of another's
beside it.”25
In early 1910 he met and began a tumultuous affair with
Jeanne Bruneau, who likely became Valentine in the novel.

However,

one day she disclosed to him that she had a previous lover who
committed suicide because she did not return his love.

This enraged

Fournier to the point that he broke off the affair because he felt she
was no longer worthy.

She was therefore 'tainted' and could not live

up to his ideal of purity. Pertaining to this, Fournier's sister Isabelle
w rote:
Car, faute de cette pureté qu'il n'a pas trouvé en elle: la pureté
qui, lui sem ble-t-il, le laverait de son impureté, rien du reste
ne lui peut être d'un prix suffisant. Retourné alors vers le
temps de son enfance, le seul où il ait connu le bonheur,
désespérément il essaie de rappeler, de regrouper, de ranimer
ses souvenirs, pour recréer cette aurore de paix où rafraîchir
son âme d'aujourd'hui. Mais il sent, depuis la fin de son
adolescence, que ce "temps perdu", il ne peut plus le retrouver
tout s e u l . 2 6

25 Ibid., 1 6 0 .

26 Isabelle Rivière, V ie et Passion d'Alain-Fournier. (Monaco:
Jaspard, Polus et Cie, 1 9 6 3 ) , 121.

19
The principal characters of the novel, François and Meaulnes,
were taking shape.

Meaulnes would be dominating, dynam ic—the

adventurer riding rough-shod over doubts and difficulties to make
his dreams come true.
temerariousness.

He would pay dearly however for his

François, on the other hand, would be dutiful,

diffident, and forever yearning because of an incurable sense of
deprivation.

Frantz, the other significant male role, would be the

eternal child whose parents indulged his every ambitious whim and
whose sister worshipped him like a hero.

In studying the life of

Fournier, one can perceive different aspects of his personality in each
of these roles.

He decided to incorporate two very different yet

complimentary elem ents into the framework of the novel: the human
world of everyday reality filled with remembrances of his childhood,
and the imaginary and fantastic world where the hero wanders and
seeks forever in
November, 1912.

v a in .2 7

Le Grand Meaulnes was finished in

Robert Champigny believes that the final product

encompassed Fournier's idea of combining dream with reality:
Mais le mystère ne restait pas, pour lui, un monde à
l’écart du monde réel, un refuge factice contre les
laideurs prosaïques de l'existence. Il le mêlait intimement
à toutes les sensations, à toutes les minutes de sa vie . . .
27 G i b s o n , L a n d . 20 2.

20
tout cela lui apparaissait comme la lisière d'un domaine
enchanté où, un jour, il pénétrerait peut-être.”28

In July, 1913, Le Grand M eaulnes appeared in serial form in L a
N ou velle Revue Française and received generally favorable reviews.
However, with the impending war on the horizon, not much attention
was paid to the novel,

and it did not receive its critical success until

later, when the author

had died.

Fournier was primarily

disappointed that he did not receive the Prix Concourt—although he
came very close.

On August 12, 1914, Fournier was sent to war.

Two

weeks later Rivière was taken a prisoner of war and remained so for
the next three years.

On September 22, Fournier was last seen racing

forward in a barrage of gunfire, being hit in the arm, falling to the
ground, and disappearing.

.

Champigny comments on the end of

Fournier's life as being: " . . . like his hero, at the end o f his story,
having no trace and leaving so

many questions unanswered about his

ultim ate d estin y."29
In view of the author's life and the content of his novel, one
can recognize the similarities.

28 Champigny,

182.

29 Gibson, L and. 274.

Fournier drew heavily on his own

21
experience, incorporating it poetically into a work of art.

The

detailed descriptions o f the Cher countryside are truthfully rendered,
although names have been changed.

The parents, both in the novel

and in real life, were teachers in small villages.

The school/home

setting is the same, as are the characteristics of the parents.

Both

Fournier and his character François had the attic for their bedroom
and private escape.

They were both solitary figures, preferring to

read rather than play outside with the other children.

The holidays

spent at the relatives who had a store remind us of 'Chez Florentin' in
the novel.

Frantz' arrival in Sainte-Agathe parallels that of the

wandering gypsies who would be stranded in town due to the ice on
the rivers.

Fournier's obsession with the sea and his brief career in

the naval academy, which for him rang of adventure, unknown exotic
shores, and Robinson
novel.

Crusoe, are evoked thematically throughout the

The characters of François, Meaulnes, and even Frantz to a

certain degree, all seem to comprise elements of the author's
personality.

The pivotal event in Fournier's life, the meeting of

Yvonne and the subsequent inability to have a meaningful
relationship with her, is also reflected in the novel—including some
very distinct resemblances: the blond hair and blue eyes, her
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walking with an elderly companion under a parasol, the boat trip,
and even the exact conversation.

Fournier's affair with Jeanne, his

leaving her because of her 'impurity,' is similar to Meaulnes'
treatment of Valentine.

Unfulfilled love, Fournier's affliction, is

reproduced in the relationships o f Valentine and Frantz, Meaulnes
and Yvonne, and even François and Yvonne.
In Le Grand M eaulnes. Fournier united his sense o f everyday
reality with a dream-world, fantastic and otherworldly.

In this

manner he strove to see beyond the mundane existence he found
stale and discover another more wonderful place, that
mysterious landscape.'

other

Most importantly, in his life and through the

writing of a novel, Fournier strove to realize an ideal of Love that
would satisfy his physical and metaphysical quests for happiness.
Ultim ately, the quest and its unrealized fulfillm ent become the
substance that, from his own temperament and life experience,
enabled Fournier to produce a classic work of literature.

CHAPTER II
THE PRINCIPAL CHARACTERS AND THEIR RELATIONSHIP IN THE
QUEST FOR HAPPINESS

FRANÇOIS
Le Grand Meaulnes is a first person narrative, told from the
viewpoint of François Seurel.

His character represents a reality

where happiness can possibly be found, as opposed to Meaulnes'
ideality and the elusiveness of happiness.
François is a country boy,

As Martin Turnell notes,

. . attached to the soil; the representative

o f the everyday world, the voice of sanity, a mixture of Greek chorus
and confidant from French classical tragedy, trying to control
Meaulnes' more reckless impulses and to preserve an equilibrium.”3 0

30 Martin Turnell, The Rise of the French Novel: Marivaux.
Crebillon fils. Rousseau. Stendhal. Flaubert. Alain-Fournier. Ravmond
R adiguet. (New York: A New Directions Book, 1978), 226.
23
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François suffers from an ailing knee and restrains from play.
He describes him self as being timid and unhappy.31 He also has a
penchant for reading: “. . . tant qu'il y avait une lueur de jour, je
restais au fond de la mairie, enfermé dans le cabinet des archives
plein de mouches mortes, d'affiches battant au vent, et je lisais assis
sur une vieille bascule, auprès d'une fenêtre qui donnait sur le
jard in.”32
François spends most of his time at home in solitude or with
and around his mother.
and melancholy.

He is quiet, modest, and prone to reflection

He even labels him self a peaceful child.33 it is

noticeable in this excerpt that he displays a distinctive romantic trait:
reading by a window dreaming of other worlds and people.
His mother M illie waits anxiously to show him her new hat the
day o f Meaulnes' arrival: "Je t'attendais pour te montrer. . . ."34 She
holds her hat like a bird protecting its nest, reflecting her

31 Alain-Fournier, Le Grand M eaulnes. (Paris: Librairie Fayard,
1971), 20.
32 Ibid., 21.
33 Ibid., 135.
34 Ibid., 16.
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sympathetic maternal side; "Elle la tint contre sa poitrine, renversée
comme un nid dans son bras droit

r e p l i é . "35

François enjoys security and tranquility in his life, for he
describes Meaulnes’ arrival as disrupting this calmness: " . . . celui qui
bouleversa toute notre adolescence et dont la fuite même ne nous a
pas laissé de

r e p o s . "36

Initially, however, he welcom es the arrival of

M eaulnes and the rupture in his routine, which com pletely changes
his life.

He now has a true friend, a mentor, a role model and the

romantic hero that he had always read about.

This new presence

brings about an almost obsessive worshipping that is beyond mere
conventional relationships and can even be interpreted as providing
François some spiritual or metaphysical dimension into his life.
François, him self, clearly saw something extraordinary: "L'arrivée
d’Augustin Meaulnes, qui coïncida avec ma guérison, fut le
com m encem ent d’une vie

n o u v e l l e . "37

Immediately, François is indelibly and loyally linked to
Meaulnes.

He can now vicariously act out his fantasies through the

35 Ib id .
36 Ibid., 13.
37 Ibid., 20.
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adventures of Meaulnes.
Meaulnes.

This reflects Francois' projections onto

Unknowingly, François does not realize that follow ing in

Meaulnes' footsteps w ill only lead to disappointment.

After

Meaulnes' arrival, François never considers living his own life and
finding his own happiness.

He is so enthralled with Meaulnes that he

neglects his own personal needs, preferring to meet them through
control of Meaulnes' life:
le bonheur tranquille.

"François se refuse au drame pour chercher

Sa faute est de vouloir régler la vie de

Meaulnes d'après sa vie à lui, de vouloir satisfaire à ses deux amours
par le truchement de l'amour de Meaulnes.
payer cher."38

Cette tentative, il va la

Due to his hero-worship of Meaulnes, he attempts to

follow in his footsteps but fails to incorporate Meaulnes' nature
meaningfully into his own.

Pauline Newman-Gordon comments on

François: "Ses repetitions traduisent lourdement la conscience de
marcher dans les brisées de Meaulnes." 39
The chapter entitled 'A la recherche du sentier perdu,'
describes a critical moment in the life of François.

38 Turnell,

He and his father

132.

39 Pauline Newman-Gordon, "Proust et Alain-Fournier: À la
recherche du...perdu." Stanford French R eview VII(3) (Winter 1983):
361.
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have gone in search of the boys in the forest which he calls: "La
m erv eilleu se

p r o m e n a d e ! "40

it is at this point that he, himself, feels

the same excitem ent and wonder of adventure that up until now was
reserved only for Meaulnes.

In a forest area that has been unknown

to him—which he believes might be the route to the lost domain—
François enthusiastically departs on his own, sensing that he just
might find that path:
Me voici, j'imagine, près de ce bonheur mystérieux que
Meaulnes a entrevu un jour. Toute la matinée est à moi
pour explorer la lisière du bois, l'endroit le plus frais et le
plus caché du pays. . . . Et dans le silence, j'entends un
oiseau . . . Qui répète obstinément la même phrase: voix
de la matinée, parole dite sous l'ombrage, invitation
délicieuse au voyage.^i

Adventure beckons François, and he

finally sheds the apprehensive

self thathas always accepted a routine but uneventful life.
has a new, more aggressive and stimulating approach.

He now

A new stage

in his life opens to him, and he eagerly accepts the invitation as a rite
of passage, ready to abandon his old self for a new one;
Pour la première fois me voilà, moi aussi, sur le chemin
de l'aventure. Ce ne sont plus les coquilles abandonnées
que je cherche, sous la direction de M. Seurel. . . . Je
40 A lain-Fournier,
41 Ibid.,

167-8.

157.
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cherche quelque chose de plus mystérieux encore. C'est
le passage dont il est question dans les livres, l'ancien
chemin obstrué, celui dont le prince harassé de fatigue
n'a pu trouver l'entrée.42

Like his imaginary prince, he does not find the entrance
and his hopes are dashed.

The weather reflects this as the sun

burns harshly, the misty spring-like morning has disappeared, and
an ordinary, hot summer afternoon commences.

Instead of the

imaginary nightingale accompanying him on his quest, he hears the
desolate cry of a cock, signifying defeat and a return to reality.
Directly follow ing this failure, and Meaulnes' announcement of his
departure, François again feels lonely.

By this time he and Meaulnes

have alienated the other boys, and François is faced with a return to
solitude.

François feels that along with Meaulnes, his happy

childhood days w ill also vanish: "Pour la première fois depuis de
longs mois, seul en face d'une longue soirée de jeudi - avec
l'impression que, dans cette vieille voiture, mon adolescence venait
de s'en aller pour toujours."43

Nevertheless, Meaulnes' departure

also affords François a certain sense of freedom, and a return to a

42 Ibid., 168.
43 Ibid., 176.
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more ordinary, secure existence.

M eaulnes’ presence lent a spark to

a rather dull life but it disquieted his sense of security.

N ow he is

free from worry: "J'étais libéré de cet étrange souci, de cette
occupation m ystérieuse, qui ne me permettaient plus d’agir comme
tout le monde. "44

He then states that he can return to a normal life:

"Je redevenais un gamin du bourg pareil aux autres.

Et cela était

facile et je n’avais qu’à suivre pour cela mon inclination la plus
n a tu re lle ."45

Then again, late at night alone in their room, he quickly

goes to bed, trying to rid him self of the remorse and sadness of
which he is reminded by the empty bed next to him.
between his sorrow and his liberty.

He is torn

Life is more exciting with

Meaulnes, but it is also discomforting.
Attempting to forget that part of his life, François does return
to a more calm existence.

This is, in fact, François’ ’trahison’: " . . . son

effort pour rejoindre la réalité, pour devenir un simple écolier, pour
retrouver la vie de tous les

j o u r s . "46

Tranquility reigns until the

boys take the trip to the swimming-hole where Jasmin gives François
44 Ibid.,

177-8.

45 Ib id .
46 Marie Maclean, Le Jeu suprême. (Paris: Librarie José Corti,
1973), 123.
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the definitive clue as to the where-abouts of the lost domain.

At this

moment the sense of adventure and quest is once again awakened in
him.

Perhaps his childhood has not ended after all.

He believes that

he can pursue the quest to help Meaulnes and realize an adventure
o f his own.

It is interesting to note that symbolically his faulty knee

is cured once and for all at this new development.

He has broken

from his former life and is now physically able to join Meaulnes in
the quest.
François spends his happiest and most delightful days 'Chez
Florentin.’
play freely.

In the store filled with novelties, he is able to roam and
His curiosity is sparked by the vast collection of items

and he loses himself there: " . . . dans une existence faite de mille
occupations amusantes et de plaisirs qui me ravissaient. "47

When

François leaves on a bicycle to locate Meaulnes, he feels the sense of
adventure on the road rise within him.
François possesses a vague, yet clear, common sense of things.
He foreshadows doom, but is unaware of its power or how to avert it.
He is suspicious, especially concerning Frantz.

When he realizes that

he now holds the keys to both doors of happiness—that of Meaulnes

47 A lain-Fournier,

199.
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and that of Frantz—he is resolute to serve Meaulnes first and then
consider helping Frantz, but he senses a negative portent: "Cette
resolution prise, il me restait encore l'impression pénible d'un
m auvais présage. "48
Content with the union of the happy couple and his own
installation nearby, François once again lives a peaceful yet solitary
life.

His keen senses are alerted by another omen when he and

Jasmin are walking around the grounds of the château on the day of
the wedding.

Nothing stirs from within the home of the newlyweds

and he returns home: ". . . hanté par les imaginations les plus
so m b re s."49
After Meaulnes' second departure from his life, François
develops a profound relationship with Yvonne.

Meaulnes rejects the

position which François feels he must now fill.

It was Meaulnes and

not François who met and fell in love with Yvonne.

But François, in

his deep admiration and hero-worship for M eaulnes, begins to
believe that Yvonne is his own true love.

Together, François and

Yvonne often speak about the childhood games the two boys shared.

48 Ibid., 217.
49 Ibid., 260.
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but never of the possible return of Meaulnes.

This is a cheerful time

for François in that a calming effect takes over after Meaulnes'
departure, and he deeply loves Yvonne now: " . . . de cette amitié
profonde et secrète qui ne se dit

j a m a i s . " 50

Sadly, she is already

beginning to sink away from this world:
Epoque passée! Bonheur perdu! De celle qui avait été la
fée, la princesse et l'amour mystérieux de toute notre
adolescence. . . . Je n'ai pas gardé d'autre souvenir que
celui, à demi effacé déjà, d'un beau visage amaigri, de
deux yeux dont les paupières s'abaissent lentement
tandis qu'ils me regardent, comme pour déjà ne plus voir
qu'un monde intérieur. Et je suis demeuré son
compagnon fidèle . . . comme il n'y en aura jamais p l u s . 5 1

A side from partaking in the real world where happiness is
possible, François also has a penchant for nostalgia.

On occasion he

laments the idea that his youth is at an end, that happiness has
escaped him, that the adventure is finished, incom plete, and a
failure: "Je pensais de même que notre jeunesse était finie et le
bonheur

m a n q u é . "52

He even attempts to recapture the pivotal

moment in Meaulnes' past in an unsuccessful attempt at recreating

50 Ibid., 282.
51 Ibid., 267.
52 Ibid., 270.
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the mysterious fête at the picnic.

François’ initiation of adulthood is

a failure as well; he w ill never grow up and is condemned to the
schoolhouse.

Like his aunt at the end of her life, he is burdened with

memories and haunted by ghosts.

Gurney notes that François finally

envelopes reality with a sad halo of retrospect.5 3
The unhappiest day in the life of François arrives with the
death of Yvonne.

He must carry her dead body down the stairs,

which sym bolizes the weight he always had born o f Meaulnes'
shortcomings.

In the end he gets nothing as Turnell notes: "His is the

grim task of reversing what should have been the happy situation of
the bridegroom carrying the bride into the marriage home by
carrying the body of the dead Yvonne downstairs in his arms."54
François' search for clues left by Meaulnes indicates a sort of
awakening in himself.
o f the adventure fade.
pain.

He is unable to let the memory of Yvonne or
He searches for an answer to alleviate his

He realizes there must be some justification for the behavior of

his friend, and he w ill not be satisfied until he understands
Meaulnes' m otives.

53 Gurney, 132.
54 Turnell, 2 4 9 .

The reader has been told the story through his
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pen, as he saw it, and it is interesting to note that at the end,
Meaulnes does not take up his child and leave on another adventure
but rather François imagines this happening.
to an emotionally-imprisoned life.

François is condemned

He is safe and secure, but lacks

passion and suppresses his desires—he put aside his love for Yvonne
due to faithfulness to Meaulnes.

He had to convince Meaulnes to

meet Yvonne the second time, projecting his true desire onto his
friend, thus developing an emotional abnegation.
bystander and go-between.

He acts more as a

In the end, as Marie Maclean notes, we

see two distinct François':
Un adolescent, garçon simple et ém erveillé qui revit au
temps présent des moments où la vie exigeait de lui une
décision critique et un autre François, adulte, celui-ci, le
narrateur proprement dit, qui peut commenter et voir
dans sa juste perspective, au passé, la somme de
l'expérience formative de son a d o l e s c e n c e . 5 5

MEAULNES
Meaulnes' leap into an 'other' world, as described by his
memories of the mysterious domain, could be a catalyst for growth
instead o f a stopping point.

55 Maclean, 34.

His difficulty lies in his inability to
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differentiate and blend successfully the two opposing worlds in
which he exists—the 'real' world and its responsibilities and the
other' dream world.

Gurney characterizes Meaulnes as such:

His fear of fully committing him self to the excruciating
pathos of the human condition w ill keep him in a state of
perpetual suspense: attracted toward the joy and beauty
he wishes and yet fears to embrace, and longing at the
same time for an unalloyed purity that w ill enable him to
circumvent the contradictory elem ents o f human
e x p e r ie n c e .56

Although a singular and original character,

Meaulnes shares

two important qualities with François: an only child, he is a solitary
figure, and he bemoans the loss of his youth.
different, almost opposite, from François.

Otherwise, he is very

There is no father figure in

his life, and he seems to control his mother.

He has decided to come

live with the Seurels, leaves when it pleases him, plans to go to Paris
without an explanation, and divulges nothing to his mother.
Initially, he is the adventurous one, and he has an
independent spirit.

Upon his arrival in Sainte-Agathe, Meaulnes

quickly leaves his mother in order to go explore, demonstrating his
independence.

56 Gurney,

His mother says—to no one in particular: "Où est-il

104.
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passé? . . .

Il s'est peut-être

sa u v é." 5 7

When she speaks to François'

mother about Meaulnes, she piques their curiosity: "Elle eut même,
dès q u elle parla de son fils, un air supérieur et mystérieux qui nous
i n t r i g u a . "58

When Meaulnes descends from the darkness of the attic,

he makes no introductions and asks François to accompany him out
to the courtyard.
upstairs.

There, he produces fireworks that he found

Much to François' surprise, Meaulnes has matches, which

are strictly forbidden to François.
This first scene introducing Meaulnes is significant in that it
demonstrates his unconstrained spirit, having singly put on a
fireworks display to mark his arrival and individualistic nature.
M eaulnes is a mysterious and unique character, and is sustained that
quality throughout the narrative.

Meaulnes also shares a personality

trait with Frantz—the indulgent, spoiled man-child.

W e are never

sure o f Meaulnes' intentions or motivations, especially concerning his
'flight from happiness,' until close to the end of the novel.

François'

attitude toward Meaulnes is a mixture of excitement and anxiety.
Although the two become inseparable friends after a time, his arrival

57 Alain-Fournier,
58 Ibid., 16.

15.
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disrupts François' security and his closeness to his mother: "Mais
quelqu'un est venu qui m'a enlevé à tous ces plaisirs d'enfant
p a isib le .59
Prior to Meaulnes' arrivai, the school yard was usually empty
directly after class, but now, due to his presence, the boys play and
talk outside until dark.

Soon, the others come to call him 'le Grand

Meaulnes,' due not only to his larger size but also to his commanding
presence.

The Seurel s even grant him this stature when he returns

from his adventure; they decide not to press him for details
pertaining to his absence, in order not to push him to rebel.
advantage of this and remains silent.

He takes

Unable to sleep, he gets up and

paces the room, poring over his adventure, wondering how and when
he can return.

He becomes obsessed with finding the lost domain.'

On his trip, he was also obsessed with discovering something which
he did not yet know.

Even when all odds were against him—his

injury, night having fallen— he has too much pride and curiosity to
turn back: "Tout autre que Meaulnes eût immédiatement rebroussé
chemin."

He was driven to accomplish his goals, he ". . . sentait

grandir en lui le désir exaspéré d'aboutir à quelque chose et d'arriver

59 Ibid., 21-2.
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quelque part, en dépit de tous les obstacles!"60

Suddenly he

imagined sadly the family sitting down to dinner without him, but
anger, pride and profound joy quickly overcame his sadness, and he
could revel in the fact that he had escaped on an adventure without
having meant to do so.

In keeping with his independent spirit,

Meaulnes is not, unlike all the other boys, enthralled with Frantz'
arrival at school.
Meaulnes' three letters to François—and later his diary--are
the only occasion the reader has to hear from Meaulnes directly.
Otherwise we see Meaulnes once removed, through the descriptions
of François.

These letters reveal much about his character.

In the

first letter his frustration and distress in his search are revealed in
the first paragragh: "II n'y avait personne.
personne . . .

Il n'y aura jamais

et il faudrait être fou pour espérer qu'un jour, entre ces

rideaux tirés, le visage d'Yvonne de Calais puisse apparaître."61 The
second letter reinforces his agony at not finding a sign of life from
Yvonne's house, and it seems that he is beginning to abandon
rediscovering his ideal love: "Cette fois tout espoir est perdu.

60 Ibid., 59.
61 Ibid.,

183-4.

Je le
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sais depuis hier soir.

La douleur, que je n'avais presque pas sentie

tout de suite, monte depuis ce temps . . . c'est la ville déserte, ton
amour perdu, la nuit interminable, l'été, la fièvre. . . . Seurel, mon
ami, je suis dans une grande

d é t r e s s e . "62

In his final letter he writes

that he still passes by the house out of madness, and compares
him self to an insane woman that keeps coming out on her doorstep
and looking in the direction of the train station to see if her dead son
was coming.

He consoles him self by imagining Yvonne's return, but

does so in vain.

At the end of the letter, he has resigned him self to

the fact that all is lost, and he elucidates his failed quest; "Notre
aventure est finie.

L'hiver de cette année est mort comme la tombe.

Peut-être quand nous mourrons, peut-être la mort seule nous
donnera la clef et la suite et la fin de cette aventure manquée . . .
vaut mieux m'oublier.

Il vaudrait mieux tout

il

o u b l i e r . "63

W e see now that his quest was not merely to find his lost love,
but to find something beyond the commonplace.

He believes, like

Fournier him self, that happiness cannot be found here on earth, and
his quest becomes metaphysical.

62 Ibid.,

185-6

63 Ibid., 188.

When François goes to Meaulnes
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with the great news of having found Yvonne, he is greeted with
much reluctance.

In justifying his behavior, M eaulnes clarifies his

raison d'être:
Seurel! dit-il, tu sais ce qu'était pour moi mon étrange
aventure de Sainte-Agathe. C'était ma raison de vivre et
d'avoir de l'espoir. Cet espoir-là perdu, que pouvais-je
devenir? . . . Comment vivre à la façon de tout le monde! .
. . Mais un homme qui a fait une fois un bond dans le
paradis, comment pourrait-il s'accommoder ensuite de la
vie de tout le m o n d e ? 6 4

Here, he takes on the characteristics of Frantz: a boy who eternally
endeavors to live out his childhood fantasies by rejecting the
responsibilities of adulthood, and searching for a pure happiness that
cannot be found.

Meaulnes' behavior at the picnic indicates his

already- abandoned quest.

He tearfully asks Yvonne's hand in

marriage, as if he already envisioned the tragedy it would entail.
Like Valentine, Meaulnes cannot accept that he is worthy of such
happiness, and he tells Yvonne: "Je ne suis pas digne de

v o u s . "65

Unable to connect Yvonne with the actualization of his ideals, he flees
the accomplishment of his desire, he:

64 Ibid., 221.
65 Ibid., 274.
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. . . répudie ce bonheur tant rêvé . . . par leur besoin
grandiose de sacrifice, il ne se reconnaît pas le droit
d'être heureux ici-bas. Il préfère la fid é lité à ce paradis
perdu de ses années d'adolescence. Et brisant le coeur de
sa jeune épouse, il se révolte contre les joies présentes, il
fuit la réalisation de son r ê v e . 6 6

Again, when François finds the diary we hear directly from
Meaulnes.

He is unknowingly having an affair with Frantz' ex

fiancée Valentine but breaks it off upon the discovery that she is not
as pure as he imagined.

He vacillates between opposing images of

w om en—as harlot and virgin—and fails to establish an authentic
relationship with

e ith e r .6 7

One evening while waiting for Valentine

to go to the theatre—waits that parallel Fournier's own yearly visits
to the spot where he met the real Yvonne—Meaulnes realizes what
he has done, not only to Yvonne, but to himself as well: "II me vient
cette pensée affreuse que j'ai renoncé au paradis et que je suis en
train de piétiner aux portes de

l ' e n f e r . "68

At the end of the novel he

returns after having reunited Frantz and Valentine, but his own w ife
is dead.

Meaulnes 'saves' Valentine but kills Yvonne at the same

66 Gibson, L and. 206.
67 Gurney, 98.
68 Alain-Fournier,

293.
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time, as Gibson notes: "Meaulnes kills Yvonne as Orpheus kills
Eurydice.

The ambiguity of the model and the portrait could not

survive M eaulnes'

m a r r i a g e . "69

Yvonne could never live up to the

ideal that Meaulnes had bestowed upon her.
lost love is his daughter.

All that remains of his

François believes that Meaulnes can begin

again with his daughter; he can shape her, create her to his own
liking and begin another adventure.

Sadly, I believe Meaulnes

forever relinquishes his possibility of finding happiness due to his
inability to release his romantic expectations and to accept reality
and the responsibilities of adulthood.
Because of the vague ending of François' imaginings, we cannot
com pletely surmise what w ill become of Meaulnes and his daughter.
Meaulnes' basic flaw is that he simply cannot release the dream like
memory of the past and move on with his life.

He has the option of

staying at les Sablonnières and yet, once again he flees.

As Gurney

notes, Meaulnes " . . . remains infatuated with the image of him self as
a hero o f romance and, in consequence, fails to enter fully the world
of adult

r e s p o n s i b i l i t y . "70

69 Gibson, Land. 76.
70 Gurney, 97.

Because he refuses to acknowledge reality
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and the possibility of finding happiness therein, he is doomed
eternally to live unhappily in a world of past memories.

FRANTZ
The third principal male character in the novel is the childlike
Frantz.

In large part, he resembles Meaulnes in his vain pursuit of

happiness. Unable to reconcile the real world with the imaginary, he
stunts his own psychological growth.

Believing happiness cannot be

his, Frantz also strives to prevent others from finding theirs.
The first time Frantz is mentioned is while Meaulnes is eating
dinner at the fête étrange.

Meaulnes overhears two older women

arguing over the arrival time of Frantz and his bride-to-be:
Chose étrange, ce garçon, qui devait être très jeune
et très fantasque, réglait tout à sa guise dans le
Domaine. Il avait voulu que la maison où sa fiancée
entrerait ressemblât à un palais en fête. Et pour
célébrer la venue de la jeune fille, il avait invité luimême ces enfants et ces vieilles gens
d é b o n n a ir es.71

Frantz has given orders that the children w ill direct the wedding
celebration.
and

He him self is still a spoiled child who refuses to mature

takeon the responsibilities of adulthood.
71 Alain-Fournier,

87.

Although there is no
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mention of a mother, his father and sister have always catered to his
every whim: "C'était une étrange histoire; mais son père, M. de Calais,
et sa soeur Yvonne ne lui avaient-ils pas toujours tout

a c c o r d é ! "72

When François visits his uncle Firmin in Vieux-Nançay, he
immediately pressures him for details of the domain and its
inhabitants.

Concerning Frantz, Firmin explains: "Monsieur de Calais

donnait des fêtes pour amuser son fils, un garçon étrange, plein
d'idées extraordinaires.
pouvait.

Pour le distraire, il imaginait ce qu'il

On faisait venir des Parisiennes. . . .Toujours pour amuser

Frantz de Calais. . . . Mais il était bien trop

j e u n e . "73

At the fê te .

M eaulnes perceives Frantz entering through a window.

Frantz is

pacing frantically, is clearly grief-stricken, and is softly

singing a sea

song—apparently to calm his distraught nerves.
to write at a desk, bending over a candle.

He stops suddenly

Meaulnes sees him for the

first time and describes his first impression: ". . . un très fin, très
aquilin visage sans moustache sous une abondante chevelure. . . .
Très pâle, les lèvres entr'ouvertes, il paraissait à bout de souffle.

72 Ibid., 8 8 .

73 Ibid., 202.
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comme s'il avait reçu au coeur un coup

v i o l e n t . " 74

Frantz in this scene as, " . . . cette peine

d 'e n fa n t." 7 5

François describes
Frantz has been

denied fulfilling his happiness due to Valentine's rejection.

His

suffering is unbearable and he unsuccessfully attempts suicide.
The next time we see Frantz is when he appears in SainteAgathe.

He acts as a travelling gypsy, going to school until the

gypsies are able to put on their performance and move on.

His

arrival at school piques the curiosity of all the students except
Meaulnes.

He is portrayed as an unusual character: "Cet être

singulier et tous les trésors

é t r a n g e s , " 76

This description of his

entrance indicates that he is a mysterious boy who, like Meaulnes,
also likes attention bestowed upon himself.
Until the end of his stay and of the performance, Frantz wears
white bandages wrapped around his head.

Up to this point

Meaulnes, consciously or not, does not recognize Frantz.

Perhaps he

does not ultimately wish to shatter the pure experience of his
adventure and discover that it was indeed real and not the dream.

74 Ibid., 104.
75 Ibid., 105.
76 Ibid., 131.
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which he desires to keep intact.
times with a lordly air.

Frantz’ presence is accompanied at

When Monsieur Seurel stops class to

ascertain whose objects are being passed around, Frantz states that
they are his: ". . . avec un geste large et élégant de jeune seigneur
auquel le vieil instituteur ne sut pas résister."7?

He has a certain

mysterious power even over adults, and from this scene it is clearer
how his father and sister were unable to resist his childlike demands.
That same afternoon, he again has the attention o f all the boys and
Monsieur Seurel who are fascinated with his stories of his
adventurous gypsy-lifestyle on the road.

Finally Frantz, Meaulnes,

and François become friends once it is disclosed that Frantz was at
the celebration at the domain.
identify him.

Meaulnes however, still refuses to

As François and Meaulnes gradually revealed their

other selves, Frantz then communicates an 'other' Frantz who is a
loner and suicidal:
. . . je ne suis pas un garçon comme les autres. Il y a trois
mois, j'ai voulu me tirer une balle dans la tête et c'est ce
qui vous explique ce bandeau sur le front. . . .
Je voulais
mourir. Et puisque je n'ai pas réussi, je ne continuerai à
vivre que pour l'amusement, comme un enfant, comme
un bohémien. J'ai tout abandonné. Je n'ai plus ni père, ni

77 Ibid., 133.
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soeur, ni maison, ni amour. . . .
compagnons de jeu x.78

Plus rien, que des

In fact, he has only lost Valentine; his father, sister, and home still
exist, waiting for him.

But he has chosen to leave it all, due to

Valentine's rejection, and lead an errant life —indulging his fantasies
and brooding over his loss.

It is perhaps this display of

independence, his sensitive and rueful nature, and his youthful flair
for game-playing that attracts Meaulnes to him.
Frantz’ refusal to enter reality.

Meaulnes admires

It is as if Meaulnes is projecting his

own desires onto Frantz; "L'autre avait accepté cette existence
sauvage, pleine de risques, de jeux et d'aventures.
recommencer son enfance. . . ."79

Il lui avait semblé

Frantz' sorrowful state, due to his

childish nature, is not considered by Meaulnes.

He does not perceive

Frantz' miserableness as meaningful to himself.
As the boys return from the swimming outing, chatting about
the old château and domain nearby. Jasmin suddenly realizes that
this must be the one that Meaulnes had visited.

Jasmin tells François

that the caretaker described Frantz as, ". . . u n excentrique, qui avait

78 Ibid., 142.
79 Ibid., 159.
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des idées extraordinaires."80

Ail indications establish by various

accounts that Frantz was strange and extraordinary, holding many
under his charms. When Yvonne spoke about the domain at the
picnic, she explained to Meaulnes the relationship that she and her
father had with Frantz as well as their demise coinciding with his
departure:

"Nous passions notre vie à faire ce qu’il demandait.

C'était un être si étrange, si charmant!

Mais tout a disparu avec lui le

soir de ses fiançailles manquées. . . . Frantz avait fait ses dettes et ses
anciens camarades - apprenant sa disparition - ont aussitôt réclamé
auprès de nous."81

Due to his irresponsibilities, Frantz instigates the

ruin of his family.

Because he feels alone in his sorrow, he impinges

on the tranquility of others.
François, being more rational and attached to reality, does not
approve of Frantz and his antics, especially his ill-timed return on his
sister's wedding day.

As time advances he seems to regress,

becoming even more childish and lost, unable to reconcile him self
with his unhappiness.

Because his love-life was shattered, he cannot

accept other people's happiness and attempts to shatter it.

80 Ibid., 197.
81 Ibid., 236.

François
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perceives this immediately when Frantz appears at the domain just
after the wedding and asks him why he does this: "Pourquoi venezvous troubler ceux qui sont heureux?

Qu'avez-vous à

dem ander?"82

Frantz's response, unsurprising, is that he is utterly unhappy not to
have found his lost love while Meaulnes had found his.

This echoes

Fournier's attitude toward the union of Rivière and Isabelle.
Impatient, François forthrightly tells Frantz;

"Voyons, Frantz . . .

temps des fantasmagories et des enfantillages est passé.
pas avec des folies le bonheur de ceux que vous

le

N e troublez

a i m e z . "83

Throughout the novel, both François and Meaulnes regret the
passing o f time and see it as a loss of youth and adventure.

They are

conscious of this loss whereas Frantz cannot come to terms with it
and prefers to attempt to keep the past alive and recapture his
childhood.

The call to Meaulnes for assistance, made through their

pact as children, proves his tenacity.

Due to Frantz' reappearance

and subsequent demand, François again shows his perceptiveness:
Ce n'était plus ce royal enfant en quenilles des années
passées. De coeur, sans doute, il était plus enfant que
Jamais: impérieux, fantasque et tout de suite désespéré.
Mais cet enfantillage était pénible à supporter chez ce
82 Ibid., 249.
83 A lain-Fournier,

250.
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garçon déjà légèrement vieilli . . . Naguère, il y avait en
lui tant d'orgueilleuse jeunesse que toute folie au monde
lui paraissait permise. À présent, on était d'abord tenté
de le plaindre pour n'avoir pas réussi sa vie; puis de lui
reprocher ce rôle absurde de jeune héros romantique où
je le voyais s'entêter. . . . 8 4

Frantz is also portrayed in a theatrical sense.

He has the power

to bring out the theatrical in those he has contact with as well.

Those

close to him condone his impulsive, fanciful behavior and even
admire him— except François to a certain degree.

Frantz is full of

juxtaposed characteristics which illustrate his theatrical nature.
school he is self-glorifying as seen when he takes leadership.

At
In

other scenes he is self-abasing as reflected in his suicide attempt.

On

one hand he enjoys organizing people—as in his wedding, and the
boys at school, but on the other he disorganizes or disrupts them—as
seen in school, and after Meaulnes' marriage.

At times he takes on

lordly airs and graces and at other times he has childish fits.
Gibson notes:

As

"The cumulative effect of all this extravagant behavior

is to make him not so much a credible human being as a mythical
and vaguely sym bolic figure from some other

84 Ibid., 251.
85 Gibson, L and. 292.

d i m e n s i o n . "85
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Frantz com es from the mysterious domain which Meaulnes
stumbled upon accidentally.

He has given orders that children shall

plan the activities and everyone wear costumes.

Extraordinary in

nature, Frantz desires an unconventional wedding in the fashion of a
fairy tale.

The three days spent at the strange fête do indeed seem

to be from a different dimension.

In the film version of the novel,

this scene is photographed in a dream like, hazy, obscure fashion,
and it all takes place because of Frantz.
When Frantz arrives at the school he delights in mystifying the
others rather than illuminating them.

He remains mysterious in

order to seduce Meaulnes and François into the secret brotherhood.
He could have too easily declared outright who he was and where he
and Meaulnes had been, but he prefers to prolong his dramatic
presence in order to preserve his theatrical nature.

He keeps details

o f Yvonne hidden from Meaulnes due to a childhood game and also in
order to tie Meaulnes and him together—in sum to keep the mystery
alive.

Frantz recognizes Meaulnes' quest as being akin to his own

childhood adventurousness, and if Frantz were to reveal all, it would
be disappointing and too easy. 86

86 Gurney,

115.

Frantz' shortcomings are apparent
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in that he aims to create objective wonder, as seen in the fête, which
is subjective and can only truly happen accidentally and
spontaneously.

Finally, at the end of the novel after the reunion with

Valentine, Frantz, unlike Meaulnes abandons aesthetics for ethics.
Exceptionally, albeit childish nonetheless, he is the only character
whose dream of happiness is realized.

This may be a clear

representation o f Fournier's wish fulfillment.

VALENTINE
The two principle female characters in the novel, Valentine and
Yvonne, portray diametrically opposed personas.
comments:

As Louisa Tone

"Valentine, city-dw eller, working girl, near-prostitute and

Yvonne, impoverished chatelaine, whose body cannot support the
intensity of her spirit, become polarized in a thematic stylization. "87
It is in fact Valentine who causes all the grief in the novel.

Were it

not for her initial flight—which launches the series of flights, Frantz
would not have attempted suicide, and Meaulnes would never have
fled his home and wife.

Unhappy herself, Valentine thwarts the

87 LouisaJone, "Window Imagery: Inner and Outer worlds in
Alain-Fournier’s Le Grand Meaulnes'." S v m p o siu m . Winter 1973, vol.
XXVII, no. 4, 334.
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possibilities that others might find happiness, especially Yvonne.
Ironically, Valentine is reunited with Frantz in the end, whereas
Yvonne dies alone and heartbroken.
The first mention of Valentine is through a discussion between
François and his aunt Moinel. Having picked up Valentine on their
way home from the fête, aunt Moinel recounts:

"Elle était persuadée

que tant de bonheur était impossible . . . que toutes les merveilles
qu'il lui écrivait étaient

i m a g i n a i r e s . "88

While working for the

Moinel's she remained terribly unsatisfied and unhappy:

"Mais, le

soir, à la tombée de la nuit, son ouvrage fini, elle trouvait toujours un
prétexte pour aller dans la cour, dans le jardin, ou sur le devant de la
porte, même quand il gelait à pierre fendre.
debout, pleurant de tout son

c o e u r ." 8 9

Et on la découvrait là,

In this sense she shares

Meaulnes" conviction that happiness cannot be found here in this life.
The reason she tells Meaulnes that she will be reduced to
prostitution if he leaves her is because she, like Frantz, does not wish
others to be happy if she can not.

Though Valentine and Meaulnes

find love, and believe themselves to have found happiness, they

88 Alain-Fournier,
89 Ibid., 215-6.

214.
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resist making the final step in solidifying these feelings, fearing they
w ill break the spell.
For Meaulnes, Valentine has taken the place of the unattainable
Yvonne.

She is accessible as she does not hold the lofty, pure

position of Yvonne.

She is blemished and tainted.

Her face

sym bolically shows the signs of a lower-classed woman so that she is
available to Meaulnes: "Je regardais de côté les légers défauts de son
visage: une petite ride au coin des lèvres, un peu d'affaissement aux
joues, et de la poudre accumulée aux ailes du

n e z ." 9 0

it seems the

only reason these two are attracted to each other is the need to
forget their unhappy past and yet hang on to it as well.

They need to

be with som eone who can understand that other mysterious world
full of idealistic dreams and lost hopes.
qui me plaît en vous . . . ce sont mes

Valentine even states:

"Ce

s o u v e n ir s."91

YVONNE
Yvonne on the other hand is the symbol of purity and reason.
When François meets her for the first time, they engage in a

90 Ibid., 289.
91 Ibid., 295.
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discussion on the merits and troubles of teaching and she speaks
about Meaulnes although inadvertently: "Je ne leur donnerais pas le
désir de courir le monde. . . .

Je leur enseignerais à trouver le

bonheur qui est tout près d’eux. . . ."92

Although she is bound by

reasonableness, for Meaulnes she is the untouchable dream of
perfection.

Yvonne is innocent in relationship to the tragic actions of

the other characters.

She holds the opportunity for happiness and is

ultimately denied its rewards.

She appears the first time for

Meaulnes: " . . . extraordinaire . . . excentrique . . . son regard si pur . . .
un visage aux traits un peu courts, mais dessinés avec une finesse . . .
la plus sage des toilettes."93
In contrast with Valentine who is constantly surrounded by
black, Yvonne walks under a white umbrella that casts a sort of halo
about her. François is also enchanted by her:
de grâce."94

"Jamais je ne vis tant

After Meaulnes' departure, while passing time with

François, she exhibits calmness and maturity.

She has become

resigned to the fact that Meaulnes w ill probably not return but deals

92 Ibid., 206.
93 Ibid., 95.
94 Ibid., 204.
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with it nobly, even though her heart is broken.

While she and

François spend the days together conversing, "Elle écoutait
gravement, tendrement, avec un intérêt quasi maternel. . . .

Elle ne

parassait jamais surprise, pas même de nos enfantillages les plus
audacieux, les plus

d a n g e r e u x . " 95

Yvonne is also the only character

to voice a reasonable explanation for Meaulnes' flight, in that she is
the most lucid and sensible one of them all.

The only occassion she

spoke to François about Meaulnes she said, "Et au fond de moi, je
pensais:

Puisqu’il m'a tant cherchée et puisque je l'aime, il faudra

bien que je fasse son bonheur.

Mais quand je l'ai vu près de moi,

avec toute sa fièvre, son inquiétude, son remords mystérieux, j'ai
compris que je n'étais qu'une pauvre femme comme les

a u t r e s . "96

JASMIN DELOUCHE
Jasmin Delouche can be seen as the opposite of Frantz.

He

embodies reason and

aspires to crush

the dreams of the other boys

because he is unable

to participate in

their world.

More attachedto

reality than the others. Jasmin does not share the adventurous spirit

95 Ibid., 263.
96 Ibid., 273-4.
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o f adolescents.

Although still young, he attempts to play the role of

the mature adult.

Embedded in reality and taking on the

responsibilities of assumed adulthood, however, do not make him
'happy' or a desirable character.
wish to partake in his world.

It is clear why the others do not
Before Meaulnes' arrival, he was the

center of attention, the leader of the group.

The first time the reader

is introduced to Jasmin is when Meaulnes and François have locked
them selves in the classroom prohibiting the entry of others.
However, Jasmin and a few others succeed in climbing through a
window and invade the privacy of Meaulnes and François.

We are

then given a description of Jasmin;
Jasmin Delouche, encore qu'assez petit, était l'un des plus
âgés du Cours supérieur. Il était fort jaloux du Grand
Meaulnes, bien qu'il se donnât comme son ami. Avant
l'arriveé de notre pensionnaire, c'était lui. Jasmin, le coq
de la classe. Il avait une figure pâle, assez fade, et les
cheveux pommadés. Fils unique de la veuve Delouche,
aubergiste, il faisait l'homme; il répétait avec vanité ce
qu'il entendait dire aux joueurs de billard, aux buveurs
de verm outh.97

On the day that François and Meaulnes plan to trap Frantz and
retrieve the map, and on the afternoon they take their pledge, one
can sense the opposing natures of Jasmin and Frantz.
97 Ibid., 45.
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Frantz was going to ally him self with Meaulnes, Jasmin succeeded in
turning the others against Frantz in the attempt to steal the map.
Frantz then says: "C'est ce Delouche surtout qui me déplaît.
idée de faire l'homme à dix-sept ans!
d a v a n ta g e."98

Quelle

Rien ne me dégoûte

The three boys take their vow —excluding Jasmin: ". . .

car, enfants que nous étions, tout ce qui était plus solennel et plus
sérieux que nature nous séduisait.

"99

Jasmin is unable to partake in

the brotherhood as he lives too embedded in reality; he cannot
participate in the 'other' world of the domain and the attraction that
beckons the other three.

At the gypsies' show in the tent, Frantz was

forced to walk past Jasmin and a group of women.
some insult to his neighbors concerning Frantz.

Jasmin yelled out

Jasmin attempts to

turn the others against Frantz: " . . . pour ne pas perdre contenance,
ricanait, poussait ses voisins du coude, comme pour les mettre de son
côté."i00
As many have been seduced by the charms of Frantz or
Meaulnes, Jasmin is most likely jealous of not being the receptor of

98 Ibid., 143.
99 Ibid.,

143-4.

100 Ibid., 154.
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such attention.

Thus, he desperately attempts to boast and insult—

which has the effect of a foolish tantrum.
childish than he supposes.

In this behavior he is more

Fournier may be portraying the banality

of everyday life and those persons unable to perceive other
dimensions of existence in Jasmin's character.

Jealousy reigns for

them because they admit this other world exists and yet are
incapable o f entering into it.
Jasmin even arrests the development of Meaulnes' rediscovery
of the lost domain when he alerts the police to the thefts and his
suspicions of Ganache and Frantz.

This prevents Meaulnes and

François from speaking with Frantz the day after discovering his
identity, as he had already fled

in fear of the police.

Trying to prove his manhood and attempting adventurousness.
Jasmin led the schoolboys on a truant outing to hunt for bird's nests.
Again, persistently trying to capture a loftier position among the
schoolboys. Jasmin taunts Meaulnes whenever he speaks of the
adventure.

One rainy day while the boys were studying and

reflecting on Meaulnes' fam euse
Meaulnes:

aventure. Jasmin tried to provoke

"II avait dit ces mots d'un ton conciliant et important.
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comme s'il eût été lui-même un peu dans le secret.

Ce fut peine

perdue; ses avances lui restèrent pour com pte."loi
Towards the end of the story, after Meaulnes' departure from
Ste. Agathe, François finds him self frequenting the company of
Jasmin solely due to the fact that he took part in the 'time' of
M eaulnes.

N ow that Meaulnes is gone. Jasmin attempts to recapture

the lofty vacancy in the school.

François enjoys his company to a

certain degree, however he is somewhat reserved about this boy
acting like a man:
Fumer la cigarette, se mettre de l'eau sucrée sur les
cheveux pour qu'ils frisent, embrasser les filles du Cours
Complémentaire dans les chemins et crier "A la cornette!"
derrière la haie pour narguer la religieuse qui passe,
c'était la joie de tous les mauvais drôles du pays. A vingt
ans, d'ailleurs, les mauvais drôles de cette espèce peuvent
très bien s'amender et deviennent parfois des jeunes
gens fort sensibles. Le cas est plus grave lorsque le drôle
en question a la figure déjà vieillotte des femmes du
pays, lorsqu'il dit de Gilberte Poquelin m ille bêtises pour
faire rire les autres. . . . C'était le cas de Jasmin
D e lo u c h e .102

It is not surprising that it is the reality-based Jasmin that
discovers the lost domain.

101 Ibid., 173.
102 Ibid., 191.

The domain should remain a mystery.
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Due to the absence of the wondrous figure of Frantz, it has fallen into
ruin.

It lost its magical quality and becomes a sad reality.

other' world is to remain a dream for Meaulnes.

The

His refusal to

recognize Frantz and his flight from his w ife lead us to believe that
he indeed wanted the strange fête and domain to rest intact and
untouched in his memory.

Although he insists that he is sad at not

having found the domain, this melancholy can be seen as a passive
acceptance and even appeasement.
the spell however.

Jasmin always seems to break

As on the day of swimming: "Ce fut encore

Jasmin, sans le vouloir, qui vint troubler cette

q u i e t u d e ." ! 03

The characters in the novel represent different aspects in the
theme o f unattainable happiness.

If they are unable to actualize

their own happiness, they endeavor to hinder others from finding
theirs.

Frantz and Jasmin selfishly demand attention just when the

possibility of happiness is discovered by others.

Both Meaulnes and

Valentine cannot accept that happiness can be theirs when it is right
in front of them.
expectations.

They feel themselves unworthy due to exaggerated

Meaulnes finds happiness embodied in the domain and

in the love of Yvonne.

103 Ibid., 196.

However, the reality is not compatible with
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the ideal.

Wishing to keep the ideal alive in his exaggerated and

romantic memory of his meeting Yvonne, he flees.

François is

satisfied vicariously in his friendship with Meaulnes and through the
actions o f Meaulnes, but then must forfeit it due to Meaulnes' escape.
Yvonne portrays the character who can realize happiness.

She has no

expectations and is content with her life and the union with
Meaulnes. She falls victim to the highly imaginative ideals of
M eau ln es.

CHAPTER III
THE ROLE OF NOSTALGIA IN THE QUEST FOR HAPPINESS

The theme of nostalgia is apparent throughout the novel.

First

one must begin the study of this theme with a definition of nostalgia.
For Robert Liddell, it is a sense of loss and recollections of bygone
days.

Gibson posits that nostalgia arises from a disenchantment with

the present. 104

He believes that most people have always longed for

a paradise, fashioned out of remote memories and desires.

A desire

to return to that childlike state of innocence and enchantment of the
world is a natural process through which most adults pass.

Through

aging, we indelibly lose our sense of wonderment of the world—as
time and experience acquaint us with life.

This is reflected by

Sylvan Barnet: "The romantic often wrote about personal

104 Gibson, Land. 4.
63
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development, and therefore about childhood.

Some romantics held

that the child felt, the man merely thought; the child's intuitive
wisdom was gradually obliterated by the intellect, which knew only
one kind of

tr u th ." 1 05

As Turnell notes, a nostalgic-tempered

personality is drawn to a more sensitive and intuitive 'there and
then' rather than the here and now: "Tous deux aboutiront à la
stérilité, car la préoccupation totale du roman est celle de la
reconstruction du souvenir, procédé qui fait vivre le passé aux
dépens du

p r é s e n t." i0 6

characteristic.

This phenomenon is a typically romantic

Gibson comments that romanticism, " . . .

dethroned

reason as supreme human faculty, championed the individual against
authority, made positive the cult of emotions, most particularly
w istfulness, yearning, and

r e g r e t . 07

Both François and Meaulnes

portray distinguishing aspects of the romantic hero.

Meaulnes is the

essence of the free individual who scorns authority and lives by his
emotions.

Barnet writes: "The romantic, delighting in originality,

spontaneity, and in the individual and his developm ent [rather than
105 Sylvan Barnet, A Dictionary of Literary Terms. (Boston: Little,
Brown, 1962), 17.
106

Turnell, 124.

107 Gibson, Land. 8.
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in the stable group], asserted his own

p e r s o n a l i t y . " 1 08

François, to a

lesser degree, seems remote and contemplative as we see in his
description of himself:

. . je lisais assis sur une vieille bascule,

auprès d'une fenêtre qui donnait sur le

ja r d in ." i09,

and "Tendrement,

tristement, je rêvais aux chemins boueux de Sainte-Agathe. "11o
According to Robert Champigny, the first aspect of nostalgia is
to lament the fact that one has lost the ability or grace of objective
wonder.

In a letter to Rivière, Fournier wrote, "J'ai eu beau me faire

très simple et très petit enfant, j'ai bien vu que l'émerveillement de
telles aventures était maintenant fini pour m o i." in

The knowledge

and experience one acquires in time slow ly stunts the possibility of
wonder.

Children have the possibility to experience wonder because

o f their 'pure' state, in the sense of ignorance or innocence.
only one Fall in the eyes of Fournier.
childhood to

a d u l t h o o d .

108 Barnet, 16.
109 Alain-Fournier, 21.
110 Ibid., 271.
111 C h a m p i g n y , 1 2 6 .

112 Ib id.

There is

He laments the fall from

Fred Davis writes, "There is perhaps no
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word that better evokes the odd mix of present discontents, of
yearning, of joy clouded with sadness, and of paradises lost.

That is,

no other word than nostalgia i t s e l f . " N o s t a l g i a evokes not only
bitterness but sweetness as well: bitter because it is not the actual
objective wonder and sweet because that experience can be
appropriated through memory.

Bitterness is manifested in the novel

in the theme of unattainable happiness.

This could lead to despair as

one can never truly relive an experience but one can also turn this
despair into art, attempting to evoke the emotions of that moment of
wonder again.

As Champigny notes: "Poetic nostalgia starts from the

loss o f objective wonder and strives toward aesthetic

r e p e titio n ." !

In this, the artist does not seek to recreate the original perception,
but the state of the self that experienced that perception.

It is

evident in La Partie de Plaisir' that both Meaulnes and François
attempt to recreate the original atmosphere of the fête for the
reunion with Yvonne, but it proves impossible.
As was noted earlier, Fournier was occupied by nostalgic
longings.

He often yearned to return to his childhood home and felt

113 Fred Davis, Yearning for Yesterday. (New York: Free Press,
1 9 7 9 ) , 29 .
114 C h a m p i g n y , 129.
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sentimental about the region where he spent those days.

Rivière

elucidated Fournier's feelings of nostalgia in a letter to him;
Your childhood was so beautiful, so rich in dreams and so
like Paradise, that now you've left it behind, you're quite
disillusioned by what seems to be the drabness of later
life. Its as though you've lived out your life already, as if
there's nothing left for you to do now except relive it in
your memory; telling the same story to yourself over and
over again. H 5

His feelings of loss inspired two emotions: a sense of deprivation and
an urge

for renew al.H 6

In writing his novel, it is apparent that

Fournier attempts to recreate that sense of innocent wonder of his
own past and render it meaningful not only to him self but to the
reader as well.

As Turnell comments: "Tout dans ce livre regarde

vers le passé, ou plutôt Fournier se sert de ses souvenirs pour
approfondir sa connaissance de lui-même, ses tendances, ses
ém otions étant toujours plutôt narcissistes et h e r m é t i q u e s . " 1 F o r
Fournier, perhaps he could thus find some comfort for his profound
feelings of lost youth and love.

115 Gibson, Land. 13.
116 Ibid., 3 5 .
117 Turnell, 35.

In fact, the original title of the novel
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was to be La Fin de la Jeunesse.

In a letter to his mistress Jeanne

Bruneau, he wrote,
The feeling that life w ill have passed by and hat nothing
w ill have been done, that you're going to present yourself
at your life's end with your hands as empty as they are
at the end of the day, and- ah! this above all! The feeling
that your youth is over and you haven't done what you
ought to have done - that's the fearful bitter ta ste.n s

In despair over his lost youth and capacity for wonderment,
Fournier wrote his novel, evoking the innocence of adolescents and
the trials of their passage into adulthood and their despair at losing
their youth and dreams forever.

Fournier also had the experience of

meeting the real Yvonne, the material for finding then losing forever
his true love.

Through the novel he attempts to recreate these

lo sses—perhaps in order to keep their memory alive as their death
would be too great a burden for him to carry.

Gibson reflects this:

“Each has to learn the artists' bitter lesson that before he can begin to
re-create his Paradise, he must first lose it utterly; for each, it is the
feeling of total loss which inspires the urge to restore, the need for
revenge over circumstance and for victory over Tim e.”H9

118 Gibson, L and. 190.
119 Ibid., 3 0 4 .
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It is thus important to study here the theme of nostalgia and
how it hinders happiness in Le Grand M eaulnes.
the novel already sets a tone of remembrance.

The first chapter of
François is narrating,

bringing back his memories of the day of Meaulnes' arrival:

"Car

aussitôt que je veux retrouver le lointain souvenir de cette première
soirée d’attente . . . déjà ce sont d'autres nuits que je me

r a p p e l l e . "i 2 0

The effect of so u v e n ir , attente and je me rappelle evokes a certain
romantic longing to recapture those days past.
Early in the novel we can sense the bitter/sweet characteristic
of nostalgia.

W hile Meaulnes' arrival was the beginning of a new

adventurous life for François, it also destroyed his peaceful secure
existence:

“Mais quelqu'un est venu qui m'a enlevé à tous ces

plaisirs d'enfant paisible.

Quelqu'un a soufflé la bougie qui éclairait

pour moi le doux visage maternel penché sur le repas du soir.
Quelqu'un a éteint la lampe autour de laquelle nous étions une
fam ille

heureuse.”121

Meaulnes, even more so, is prone to romantic longings.

The

day of The Meeting with Yvonne, Meaulnes takes a stroll to a creek

120

Alain-Fournier,

121 I b i d . ,

21.

13.
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and narcissistically looks down into the water:

“II s’aperçut lui-

même reflété dans l'eau, comme incliné sur le ciel, dans son costume
d'étudiant romantique.

Et il crut voir un autre M eaulnes, non plus

l'écolier qui s'était évadé dans une carriole de paysan, mais un être
charmant et romanesque, au m ilieu d'un beau livre de

p r i x . ” 122

Again, he sees an 'other' Meaulnes as he sees an 'other' Yvonne which
is not the real Yvonne but a character in a fairy-tale of Meaulnes'
making.

Meaulnes wants to believes that his life is a fairy-tale and

this is precisely why he fails in his quest.
in a marvelous story of his own making.
letter:

He continues to act a part
Fournier reflects this in a

"Je veux créer ma vie comme un conte

m e r v e i l l e u x . " 123

These examples reflect a nostalgie penchant that both Meaulnes
and François share.

Unsatisfied with the present—except for

Meaulnes' days at the fê t e —they muse about past experiences or
dream of other more interesting worlds.
aware of this condition.

After Frantz' flight from the village, François

writes, "Amers souvenirs! Vains espoirs

122

Ibid., 93.

123 D e s o n a y , 151.

124 Alain-Fournier,

However, they both seem

160.

é c r a s é s ! "124

Reflecting
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Fournier's regrets of the end of his youth, François laments Meaulnes'
departure as the end of his own youth: "Je me trouvai . . . seul en face
d'une longue soirée de jeudi - avec l'impression que, dans cette
vieille voiture, mon adolescence venait de s'en aller pour
t o u j o u r s , " 125

François' life returns to the dull, but peaceful,

monotony that existed before Meaulnes.

The only friends he

frequents are those who took part du temps de M eaulnes.

However

unfulfilling these relationships are, he is thus able to keep the
memory alive o f the adventurous and fulfilling days passed with his
frien d .
In Proust's A côté de chez Swann an object can bring in a flood
o f memories and sensations associated with the object.
phenomenon occurs in Le grand M eaulnes.

This same

Memories exist not only

in the mind, but in the body as well. The similarity is especially
apparent in Proust's title, A la recherche du temps perdu, and the
title of the ninth chapter of part two in Le grand M eaulnes. 'A la
recherche du sentier perdu' which suggests a search for the
irrevocable.

Not unlike the renowned madeleine cakes in Proust, the

swimming hole evokes a similar sensation for François: "Et

125 Ibid., 176.
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maintenant encore au seul mot de fontaine, prononcé n’importe où,
c'est à celle-là, pendant longtemps, que je

p e n s e . " 126

When François

searches through Meaulnes' trunk, trying to discover any indication
of his friends' mysterious actions, the objects evoke the past: "11
s'échappait de ces boîtes je ne sais quelle odeur fanée, quel parfum
éteint, qui, soudain, réveillaient en moi pour tout un jour les
souvenirs, les regrets . .

." 1 2 7

François, like Proust's hero, has no

control over this surge of memories.

A scent takes him involuntarily

to his childhood even though he has given up hope of finding
Meaulnes again.

Meaulnes also experiences this nostalgic recall of

the past through sensory triggers: "Ce rideau semé de grappes
rougies par le soleil, ces voix matinales montant dans la chambre
silencieuse, tout cela se confondait dans l'impression unique d'un
réveil à la campagne, au début de délicieuses grandes

v a c a n c e s . " 128

Proust sums up this memory evocation:
Mais quand d'un passé rien ne subsiste, après la mort des
êtres, après la destruction des choses, seules, plus frêles
mais plus vivaces, plus imm atérielles, plus persistantes,
plus fidèles, l'odeur et la saveur restent encore longtemps
126 Ibid., 195.
127 Ibid., 286.
128 Ibid., 298.
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comme des âmes, à se rappeler, à attendre, à espérer sur
la ruine de tout le reste,
à porter sans fléchir, sur
leur goutelette presqu'impalpable, l’édifice im m ense du
s o u v e n ir .129

Like the young protagonist in Proust, Meaulnes cherishes the
world of his pastoral youth.

He obstinately refuses to abandon the

dream he envisioned as an adolescent.

The inspiration behind the

two novels is the evocation and resurrection o f memories released
through objects and landscapes.130
François is overcome with many childhood memories of
wonderment when he takes his bike ride to visit his aunt and uncle.
First, at his Uncle Florentin's, "II semblait, lorsque j'étais enfant et
que je traversais ce dédale d'objets de bazar, que je n'en épuiserais
jamais du regard toutes les merveilles.

Et, à cette époque encore, je

trouvais qu'il n'y avait de vraies vacances que passées en ce lieu."i3i
Then at his aunt's, again an object reminds him of other times past:
"Je me rappelai seulement alors, en revoyant ce grand vase à la

129 Marcel Proust, À Coté de chez Swann. (Paris: I pleiade, 1954),
47.
130 Henri Peyre, Hommes et Oeuvres du XXè Siècle. (Paris: R.-A.
Corrêa, 1938), 189.
131 Alain-Fournier,

200.
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tragique histoire, que nous avions dîné et couché là jadis . . .

Je me

souvins du triste dîner de jadis, de toutes les

Indeed

h i s t o i r e s . "132

François is unable to experience the moment in that he is enveloped
and obsessed with the past.

He admits that just by being there, he is

unable to ignore the feelings of regret inspired by that place.
François goes to Meaulnes with the great news that he has
found Yvonne and much to his astonishment, M eaulnes seems almost
disinterested.

He had already given up hope.

Meaulnes is finally

forthright with François and he explains the essence of his
adventure: "Lorsque j'avais découvert le Domaine sans nom, j'étais à
une hauteur, à un degré de perfection et de pureté que je
n'atteindrai jamais plus.

Dans la mort seulement . . .

peut-être la beauté de ce

te m p s-là ." i3 3

je retrouverai

It is apparent in this

statement that M eaulnes has been searching for something beyond
the concreteness symbolized by the domain, Yvonne and the
adventure.

As Liddell reflects:
Yvonne de Calais is not only the ideal beloved, she is the
objective correlative' - round her, and the search for her,
he can bring to life all his childhood, and all his adored
Sologne - and in her loss he can express that sense of loss

132

Ibid., 212.

133 Ibid., 222.
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that is inseparable from recollections of early childhood,
that may have something to do with our original nostalgia
for Eden, and may not be quite unconnected with our
hopes of Heaven. 134

Meaulnes now believes that only in death w ill he be happy.

He

is forever hopeful, however, that retrieving all that he once believed
in would bring him that happiness, and would satisfy his longings—
as seen in his reluctant marriage.

Clearly, he has given up any

expectation of ever attaining happiness again.

Despairing and

pessim istic, Meaulnes cannot accept that Yvonne w ill actually appear
at the picnic: "Je ne sais ce qu'il y a contre moi: mais si je reste là, je
sens qu'elle ne viendra jamais - qu'il est im possible qu'au bout de ce
chemin, tout à l'heure, elle apparaisse."135

When she does finally

appear, he attempts to recapture the original feeling of the fete by
persistently asking her questions about it, the place, and people:
Mais invariablement, avec un entêtement dont il ne se
rendait certainement pas compte, M eaulnes en revenait à
toutes les merveilles de jadis. Et chaque fois la jeune fille
au supplice devait lui répéter que tout était disparu: la
vieille demeure si étrange et si compliquée, abattue; le
grand étang, asséché, comblé; et dispersés . . . "Ah!" faisait
simplement Meaulnes avec désespoir et comme si
134 Robert Liddell, Some Principles of Fiction. (London: Jonathan
Cape, 1961), 129.
135 Alain-Fournier,

229.
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chacune de ces disparitions lui eût donné raison contre la
jeune fille ou contre moi . . . D'une question abrupte,
Meaulnes, de nouveau, cédait à son idée fixe. Il
demandait des renseignements sur tout ce qu'il avait vu
autrefois. . . . Elle répondit qu'il n'y en avait plus. . . .
Alors il évoqua les objets de sa chambre. . . . Il
s'enquérait de tout cela, avec une passion insolite, comme
s'il eût voulu se persuader que rien ne subsistait de sa
belle aventure, que la jeune fille ne lui rapporterait pas
une épave capable de prouver qu'ils n'avaient pas rêvé
tous les deux, comme le plongeur rapporte du
fond de
l'eau un caillou et des a l g u e s . 1 36

Her mere presence is not enough for Meaulnes, he is unconsciously
searching for more.

Filled with nostalgia, he unconsciously tries to

convince him self that nothing can bring back that happiness.
was a part of a whole and without the rest, she is of no use.

She
He

cannot accept that she alone could make him happy; he wants all or
nothing.

Yvonne asks the pivotal question of the novel at this point:

"Mais le passé peut-il renaître?"137

The undeniable answer is no, but

Meaulnes refuses to let go of the notion that it could possibly be
reborn.

He does attempt to bring back the past by marrying Yvonne,

but ultimately fails and flees.

136 Ibid., 235.
137 Ibid., 236.

To emphasize the importance of the
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past, on the couple’s wedding night, Yvonne displays vestiges of her
past.
When the François that is prone to nostalgic longings of his
childhood, returns to Sainte-Agathe for his vacation, he is filled with
memories.

The theme of unhappiness due to nostalgia and lost youth

are evident:
Tout parlait du grand Meaulnes. Tout était rempli des
souvenirs de notre adolescence déjà finie. Pendant ces
longues journées jaunies, je m'enfermais comme jadis,
avant la venue de Meaulnes. . . . Je lisais, j'écrivais, je me
souvenais . . . -Je pensais de même que notre jeunesse
était finie et le bonheur manqué.138

After Yvonne's death, the house within which the fête occurred
and where the couple lived those few days of happiness becomes, ". .
. la maison pleine de tristes souvenirs. . . ."139

François, unable to

escape from the past also, searches through Meaulnes' trunk
nostalgically remembering their school days together.

Even François

and Yvonne admit that happiness is only found in the past.

In their

'Conversations sous la pluie' François and Yvonne, ". . . se retournent

138 Ibid., 269-71,
139 Ibid., 285.
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tout entières vers le passé; ce n'est que là qu'ils peuvent trouver le
bonheur." 140
Valentine also refers to the past when declaring her love to
Meaulnes: "Ce qui me plaît en vous, m'a-t-elle dit en me regardant
longuement. . .je ne puis savoir pourquoi, ce sont mes souvenirs."i4i
W hile Meaulnes looks at her childhood home from the outside, he is
filled with nostalgia and remorse: "Mais maintenant il n'avait plus
rien, rien, . . .

La triste soirée durait et Meaulnes savait seulement

que quelque part, perdue, durant ce même après-midi, Valentine
regardait passer dans son souvenir cette place morne où jamais elle
ne viendrait

p lu s." i4 2

Meaulnes' life is irrevocably altered by his initial meeting with
Yvonne.

Her almost unearthly beauty and innocence awaken in him

an ideal of love.

For years he seeks to rediscover his lost love, but

begins to doubt the notion of its reality.

Once reunited, he is unable

to reconcile the real Yvonne with the ideal.

The nostalgia he feels for

their original meeting renders him incapable of accepting his

140 Turnell, 145.
141 Alain-Fournier,
142 Ibid., 308.

295.
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recaptured happiness.

The characters in Le Grand M eaulnes hold

tenaciously on to the past and only find happiness in their idyllic
m em o ries.

CHAPTER IV
A FAILED INITIATION RITE PREVENTS COMPLETION IN THE QUEST
FOR HAPPINESS

Fournier's story of these adolescents can also be seen as an
initiation rite that is ultimately unsuccessful and is similar to an
ineffectual quest for the Grail.
maturity, unhappiness reigns.
adult world is not realized.

Because of the failed passage to
Their pursuit for happiness in the real

At the end of the novel Yvonne is dead,

M eaulnes departs for the unknown, François accepts his uneventful
routine, and Frantz merely continues to live out his fantasy with
V a len tin e.
In the first chapter baptismal bells ring sym bolically in the
distance announcing the beginning and blessing o f a new life.
François, as the narrator for Fournier, uses the word tran sform é
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when describing his life after Meaulnes' arrival.

From the beginning

Meaulnes is on an unknown route to an unknown destination,
although he feels that it is remarkable.

In the wheelwright's shop,

François first perceived this feeling:
Je me rappelle ce soir-là comme un des grands soirs de
mon adolescence. C'était en moi un mélange de plaisir et
d'anxiété; je craignais que mon compagnon ne m'enlevât
cette pauvre joie d'aller à La Gare en voiture; et pourtant
j'attendais de lui, sans oser me l'avouer, quelque
entreprise extraordinaire qui vînt tout b o u l e v e r s e r . ! 4 3

This scene sets forth the conception that something unusual is about
to happen, maybe a transformation that is sym bolized by the change
taking place in the metal: "Ce cadre enflammé où, sous le souffle, va
naître la première étincelle, l'inspiration du départ aventureux . . .

où

Meaulnes méditerait son évasion: c'est dans la forge, illuminé par le
feu, que, par sympathie occulte, il forgera son

p l a n . "144

The

extraordinariness o f Meaulnes is again apparent when he returns
from his adventure appearing exhausted and disheveled.

François

describes the boys' impression of Meaulnes as one of astonishment: ".
143

Ibid., 27.

144 Robert Baudry, "Le Type du héros dans Le Grand Meaulnes,"
Travaux de linguistique et de littérature. (Strasbourg: Centre de
P hilologie et de littératures romanes de l'université de Strasbourg,
XIX, no. 2, Études littéraires, 1981), 133.
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. . émerveillé, tout cela fit passer en nous un étrange sentiment de
plaisir et de curiosité." 1^5
The first trace one perceives of Meaulnes' strange adventure is
the silk vest he is inadvertently wearing under his school clothes:
. un vêtem ent d'une fantaisie charmante." 146

.

Being the only proof

that something portentous is in the air, it indicates the initial success
o f change. During the next few weeks, François is awakened by
Meaulnes' pacing and preparing to depart, " . . . au bord de ce pays
m y sté r ie u x ."147

Perhaps realizing a failed completion at the domain

o f his initiation, he is restless to continue the rite.

We do, however,

get a sense of failure as he plans, but does not attempt to take action.
The adventurous three days at the fete itself can be
interpreted as a sort of initiation rite.

As Simone Vièrne points out

in her book Rite, roman,

three predisposed factors need

i n i t i a t i o n . 148

to be considered in order for a novitiate to proceed with the
initiation.

The first factor is place: lie u .

The neophytes must find

145 Alain-Fournier, 42.
146

Ibid., 49.

147

Ibid., 52.

148 Simone Vièrne, Rite, roman, initiation. (Grenoble: Presses
U n iversitaires, 1987)
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them selves in an unfamiliar setting in nature, in the middle of
nowhere.

Then they must be purified: se purifier. This is

accomplished by entering into the temple.

Lastly, the novitiates

must be concealed and separated from the security of their home
and their mothers: sép aration .149

On his journey, Meaulnes is, as far

as he is concerned, in the middle of nowhere surrounded by nature.
He gains entrance into the domain secretly, and is indeed separated
with his mother.

With all of these conditions in place, Meaulnes has

the opportunity for a successful initiation.
Laumes comments:

As Charlotte-élise des

"Tout est en place pour un nouveau départ.

N ouvelle étape du voyage initiatique." 150
At the outset of his adventure, Meaulnes is unsure of
directions, takes an incorrect turn, and continues, à tout hasard. This
signals the beginning of more hindrances that w ill befall Meaulnes.
Sym bolically, these hindrances are necessary for the novitiate to
overcome in order to reach the other side.

W hile driving the cart he

covers him self and swiftly falls asleep, entering an unconscious
atemporal world.

As Catherine Brosman comments: "When Meaulnes,

149 Ibid., 55.
150 Charlotte-élise des Laumes, Le Nocturne Passeur. AlainFournier et son message. (Paris: La Pensée Universelle: 1986), 26.
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having lost his way, is approaching the domain, indications of
barriers, birds o f ill-om en, barrenness, and an indeterminate lapse of
time show that this is no ordinary wandering, but a mysterious
adventure." 151

This different world is also indicated by the spring

like weather even though it is winter.

He then awakens only when

the landscape has completely changed.

Due to an accident the horse

receives an injury and Meaulnes discovers that they are com pletely
lost.

Attempting to treat the horse, Meaulnes is injured in the head

and knee and time seems irrelevant in his quest: "Lorsqu'il eut
terminé sa besogne, et qu'il releva enfin la tête, à demi étourdi et les
yeux troubles, il s'aperçut avec stupeur que la nuit tombait."152 He
realizes that he is not going to make the train and that it is nearly
dark, but he feels that obstacles must be surmounted in order for
success: he ". . . sentait grandir en lui le désir exaspéré d'aboutir à
quelque chose et d'arriver quelque part, en dépit de tous les
o b s ta c le s ! " 1 5 3

An inexplicable force is driving Meaulnes toward the

unknown despite these obstructions.

151 Brosman, 503.
152 Alain-Fournier, 59.
153 Ibid., 59.

It is now com pletely dark.
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another prerequisite for the initiate as Vincent Engel notes:
"Meaulnes se perd donc à cause de l'obscurité totale.

De cet

égarement dépend l'accession au domaine m ystérieux, phénomène
propre d'ailleurs aux cérémonies et aux rituels initiatiques."154
M eaulnes perceives a light—in a window—in the distance and
goes in search of aide.

He finds a cottage and returns to retrieve his

horse only to find it missing: "Sans autre idée que la volonté tenace
et folle de rattraper sa voiture, tout le sang au visage, en proie à ce
désir panique qui ressemblait à la peur , il courait . . ."155 In his
haste and overruling drive, he cuts him self running blindly through
hedges.

Exhausted and burdened with the pain in his knee and head,

he relinquishes his search for his horse in order to return to the
cottage.

Believing he had found the correct path back to security, he

sees the light but there are so many various paths going in all
directions—like a labyrinth—that he loses his way once more: "Ainsi
peu à peu, s'embrouillait la piste du grand Meaulnes et se brisait le
lien qui l'attachait à ceux qu'il avait quittés.

Découragé, presque à

154 Vincent Engel, "Le Jeu du clair-obscur dans Le Grand
Meaulnes d'Alain-Fournier," Les Lettres Romanes. 43(1-2), (Feb.-May
1989), 8.
155 Ibid., 67.
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bout de forces, il résolut, dans son désespoir, de suivre ce sentier
jusqu’au bout."156
misery, to continue.

Now he seems completely resolute, even in his
He fails in finding the cottage and decides to

pass the night in an abandoned barn.

He must be refused the

dom estic security embodied in the cottage in order to continue his
initiation.

Thus far he has unconsciously succeeded in distancing

him self from security and familiar surroundings in order to begin his
initiation .
The wounds he sustains are symbolic for the initiation novice:
death o f the old person and rebirth of a new self-discovery. 157 The
cottage sym bolizes the home, security and the end of the adventure.
Meaulnes must refuse it in order to proceed.

Hurt, desperate, and

close to tears he dreams:
- une vision plutôt, qu’il avait eue tout enfant, et dont il n’avait
jamais parlé à personne: un matin, au lieu de s’éveiller dans sa
chambre, où pendaient ses culottes et ses paletots, il s’était
trouvé dans une longue pièce verte, aux tentures pareilles à
des feuillages. En ce lieu coulait une lumière si douce qu’on eût
cru pouvoir la goûter. Près de la première fenêtre, une jeune
fille cousait, le dos tourné, semblant attendre son réveil . . . Il
n’avait pas eu la force de se glisser hors de son lit pour
marcher dans cette demeure enchantée. Il s’était rendormi . . .

156 Ibid., 68.
157 Gurney, 94.
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Mais la prochaine fois, il jurait bien de se lever.
p e u t-ê tre ! 158

This dream has become Meaulnes’ ideal.

Demain matin

If he can succeed in

discovering this happiness and hold on to it, he will have passed his
initiation.

According to Vièrne, two other important features are

necessary in the nature of the initiate that can be found separately
or concomitantly: ". . . la perte de connaissance, réele ou simulée, et
l'entrée im possible, du moins aux yeux de la raison et de l'expérience
quotidienne" 159 Correspondingly, Meaulnes did fall asleep on the
road and lose consciousness and he crept stealthily into the domain
in an unusual w ay— through a window.

Thus he is in the proper

state again to proceed with the initiation rite of passage.
The next day is of course the wonderful mysterious fete where
M eaulnes, as the novitiate, is in the dark and follow s orders from the
mysterious children around him.

It is here that he discovers the

temple: his other world, degree of perfection, purity, and happiness.
Thus far he has succeeded in his initiation.

As Vièrne posits: "Le but

de l'initiation: permettre à un homme de transcender son état.

158 Alain-Fournier, 69.
159 Vièrne, 19.
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d'accéder à un statut radicalement différent de celui qui était
auparavant le sien."i60
After dinner, Meaulnes gets caught up in the kaleidoscopic
whirl of dancing children and feels him self to already be different
from before.

He tells François that he, " . . . se sentait un autre

personn age." 161

Throughout the course of events that evening he

loses his sense o f identity.

Immediately thereafter he enters the

drawing room where his dream seems real and the ideal beloved is
playing the piano: "Meaulnes se trouvait là plongé dans le bonheur le
plus calme du m onde."162
The initiation continues with the marvelous R en con tre
accompanied by words such as rêv e, transporté, un autre M eaulnes.
giving the fete an otherwordly nature.

The tone quickly turns

ominous during the conversation between M eaulnes and Yvonne,
suggesting that all will not be well in the end, and that the initiation
w ill fail: "On eût dit qu'elle redoutait ce que Meaulnes allait dire et
s'en effarouchait à l'avance.

160 Ibid., 66.
161 Alain-Fournier,
162

Ibid., 90.

89.

Elle était auprès de lui toute
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frémissante, comme une hirondelle un instant posé à terre et qui
déjà tremble du désir de reprendre son

v o l . "163

Meanwhile, we get a sense that Meaulnes has succeeded thus
far: he returns to his room, which he puts in order, and for the first
time feels domestic happiness: "II était là, mystérieux, étranger, au
m ilieu de ce monde inconnu, dans la chambre qu'il avait choisie.
qu'il avait obtenu dépassait toutes ses espérances.

Ce

Et il suffisait

maintenant à sa joie de se rappeler ce visage de jeune fille, dans le
grand vent, qui se tournait vers

lu i. "164

However, Meaulnes him self

describes this period as a rêv erie which indicates that he cannot
believe in its reality—and never w ill.
marriage and prepare to leave.

The guests perceive the failed

The sense of defeat is clear in the

language: obscurité profonde, désordre, désarroi, d é v a sta tio n .

Frantz

enters, ends the celebration and closes Meaulnes' initiation
prematurely—just as M eaulnes ended François' happy youth. This
reflects the circular structure of the novel and the failed quest: the
disruption of one character of another's possibility of finding
happiness.

163

Ibid., 99.

164

Ibid., 103.
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The last day at the fête signals failure through the drunkenness
and singing o f the celebrants.

As in the legend o f Perceval, the

initiate is divided between two antipathetic desiderata: a life of
spiritual devotion and a commitment to marriage and family.
M eaulnes and Perceval refuse both options. 165

Both

Meaulnes' failure lies

in his attempt to recreate the moment and in not taking the pledge
and accepting it into his everyday reality.

Even as he leaves, the

action simulates a closure o f a ritual. Meaulnes leaves the domain
under the cover of darkness, hears a gunshot, and glim pses the
Pierrot carrying a limp body.

Shortly thereafter he falls a sle e p -

analogous to his arrival, only to be transported back close to his
village, unable to ascertain from whence he had come.

Throughout

the rest o f the novel, Meaulnes attempts to recreate the mysterious
three days he spent in wonder at the fê t e , and the feelings produced
there.
Sym bolically, roads and paths in the novel may also represent
a means to a successful initiation and maturation which could lead to
happiness.

Nevertheless, these passageways becom e dead-ends and

thus, the quest futile.

165 Gurney,

109.

Meaulnes is consistently associated with
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adventure on the road, where happiness is elusive.
juxtaposed with domestic security.

The road is

Catherine Brosman comments on

the contrast between François and Meaulnes; "Seurel . . . w ill persist
as an adult in identifying his destiny with a house whereas Meaulnes
w ill ultimately prefer the road."166

This is most evident when

M eaulnes embarks on his adventure forever losing his way on
various roads and paths.
François are

In Part II, Ch. 2 of the novel, Meaulnes and

in pursuit of thieves through a maze of tiny

Finally, they come to a dead-end and fall into an ambush.
are attacked

and Meaulnes' map—his only key to the lost

streets.
Here, they
domain and

his dream--is stolen.
It is remarkable that, again, a maze of roads leads to the site of
the fateful picnic where Meaulnes meets Yvonne for the second time.
Impatient with her delay, and in not being able to perceive her
arrival, Meaulnes becomes agitated and doubtful.

He does not

witness her arrive astride a beautiful healthy horse on a long
straight road; she imperceptibly arrives on an old horse by winding
paths.

It is in this frame of mind that he receives her; already

resolute that all is lost.

166

Brosman, 500.
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The most significant use of roads, as symbolic in the quest, is
the day of the swimming outing, which is perhaps representational of
Meaulnes' quest.

The schoolboys are happily walking and singing

down the road to the pond.

They perceive a young woman veer off

the road onto a path and the boys follow her in pursuit.

Suddenly,

and without reason, they abandon their pursuit to go swimming.
These action s—pursuit then abadonment, refusal—may be
sym bolically parallel to Meaulnes' flight from Yvonne.
Throughout the day the boys have been eagerly anticipating
quenching their thirst with lemonade that they have brought along.
However, it is unsatisfying and only leaves a sour taste in their
mouths.

Thereafter, they attempt to drink from the pond, but that

also becom es a disaster.

The boys are unable to overcome obstacles

which sym bolically may lead to maturation and the possibility of
happiness.

These incidents may represent a failed initiation.

On the road back home. Jasmin recounts stories and disrupts
the tranquility: "Ce fut encore Jasmin, qui vint troubler cette
quiétude." 167

it is at this point that Jasmin relates the inscription on

a tomb nearby that reads: "Ci-gît le chevalier Galois Fidèle à son Dieu,

167 Alain-Fournier,

196.
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à son roi, à sa

B e l l e . "168

It is apparent that there is a suggested

similarity between the ch ev a lier and Meaulnes.

François perceives

Jasmin's discovery o f the lost domain with sadness and elucidates the
symbolism implied: "Je ne l'écoutais plus, persuadé dès le début qu'il
avait deviné juste et que devant moi, loin de Meaulnes, loin de tout
espoir, venait de s'ouvrir, net et facile comme une route familière, le

chemin du Domaine sans nom " (italics

m i n e ) . 169

This scene in

particular stresses the clear, familiar road that leads to the place of
desire.

In the novel, it is apparent that roads beckon the adventurer

to pursue a quest for
the hearth.

happiness far from happiness symbolized with

However, roads either lead nowhere or merely confuse

or anger the protagonist in his search.

Meaulnes does not realize the

futility of happiness out on the road of adventure.
and home and takes to the road.

He flees his wife

Brosman elucidates the

im possibility o f Meaulnes finding happiness:
The romantic hero . . . stands on the threshold . . . who
looks outward rather than inward, who goes forward on
paths . . . and who cannot be content with the temptation
of reliving in a static manner the pseudo-past of his

168 Ibid.
169 Ibid., 197.
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adventure at Les Sablonnières and the more fundamental
desires to which it referred. 170

The closure of a failed initiation rite is signalled by the funeral
procession that François and Meaulnes witness after Frantz'
departure.

This death march is juxtaposed with the baptism at the

beginning of the adventure.

Unknowingly, Meaulnes has failed his

initiation rite and w ill be unable to mature successfully into an adult
where happiness is possible; " . . .
m a n q u ée." i7 i

170 Brosman, 505.
171 Alain-Fournier,

177.

cette aventure terminée et

CHAPTER V
HOW SYMBOLISM IN LE GRAND MEAULNES SUPPORTS THE THEME OF
UNATTAINABLE HAPPINESS

WINDOWS
Windows play a significant role in Le Grand Meaulnes as a
divider between the two distinct and opposing worlds represented in
the novel: the ideal and the real.

The wistful romantic is often

characterized as gazing contem platively out a window and dreaming
of an other more fulfilling world in which they happily existed.

Life

bound by the monotonies and boredom of everyday reality becomes
unsatisfactory.

Therefore, the window, like the road, beckons the

hero to imagine a life of passion and adventure.
In this novel, windows often separate M eaulnes, the
adventurous hero, from the others bound by reality.
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He has access to
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the world on the 'other side' of the window where others only dream
to venture.
reality.

The window is an escape from the boredom of everyday

Outside the window, in the world of adventure, happiness is

fleeting.

Inside, the comfort and security of home reign.

instance occurs upon the arrival of Meaulnes.

The first

His mother, rather

than knock at the door, peers in and taps on the window.
is unnerving and upsets the tranquility within.

This action

Inside, w e sense a

warm, secure familial scene being interrupted by the outsiders.
arrival o f Meaulnes arrests the peace of François.
window, they are set apart from the Seurels.

The

Divided by a

The face of Meaulnes'

mother, "ravage par l'inquiétude" suddenly causes M illie to become
"déconcertée". 172

The effect of the window in this scene is to

differentiate between the worlds of the two protagonists: the happy
hom e—inside—of François is separate from the chaotic
unconventional

w orld—outsid e—o f

M eaulnes.

On the day of Meaulnes' escape, François steals glances out the
classroom windows for a sign.

Again, stability is juxtaposed with

inconstancy; the classroom and the errant Meaulnes are separated by
the

transparent divider.

172

Ibid., 16.
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Chapter six, aptly entitled On Frappe au Carreau,' is devoted to
M eaulnes’ return and includes numerous episodes with windows.
Once again the tranquility in the classroom is interrupted.

The

schoolboys are abruptly shaken from their duties by a knock on the
window.

Meaulnes stands on the other side, disheveled, exhausted

and alone, contrary to the scene inside.

Not only do windows

differentiate between the two worlds, but we can also sense that

interior is where happiness is possible and exterior is where it is
elusive, although sought after.

In Part I, Ch. 2, all motifs of

dom esticity and tranquility are presented: le doux visage maternel.
repas, f e u , la m p e , p aisib le, les volets accrochés.
disrupts this familial happiness.

M eaulnes’ arrivai

Meaulnes intrudes on François’

indoor life: his first act is to take François outside. 173

Once installed,

or rather penetrated, in the classroom, Meaulnes looks occasionally—
w istfully?, mournfully?—out the window before abruptly excusing
him self.

There are numerous accounts of Meaulnes pacing restlessly,

regretfully, gazing out the window (p. 43, p .164, p .l7 2 , p. 255)
dreaming of his love and adventure.

173 Jone, 338.
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That evening François and Meaulnes escape into the locked
classroom, so as not to be disturbed by the others, to study maps and
discern where Meaulnes had been.

Their research is arrested as the

others succeed in entering through a window and commence a
scuffle.

They are excluded and have gained entrance illegally.

Again, those from outside enter and disrupt those inside.

Here, the

quest for discovery is thwarted by outsiders.
It is not surprising in the context of the sym bolism of windows
that Meaulnes' entrance into the domain is through one.

Having been

lost, tired, hungry and hurt, he finally attains comfort inside after
climbing through and closing the window.

He has succeeded in

crossing through the boundary—the w indow —between the exterior
and the interior.

His happiness is now possible and it is indeed here,

contained within, that he discovers his pure ideal of love.

Allusions

to dark or broken windows are presented throughout the strange
fête as omens.

As Françoise Calin notes: "Vitres bouchées, vitres

opaques, vitres aux rideaux baisés, ne mènent qu'à l'echec, au silence,
aux rêves brisés."174

174 Françoise Calin, "Le Grand Meaulnes ou la naissance d'une
vocation," Australian Journal of French Studies. 21(2), (May-Aug.
1984), 127.
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After the wondrous party, Meaulnes retires to his room in a
reverie and feels "parfaitement heureux" for the first time.
Meaulnes is at his most domestic.
has him self arranged.
previous nature.
interior realm.

Here

He feels at home in the room he

This domesticity is in strong opposition to his

It signals that he him self finds happiness in the
However, drops of rain line the window which

portend another ill omen.

Directly, Meaulnes com es into contact with

Frantz who entered by the same window.

Left open, the window lets

a cold wind into the room, dashing the hopes of our hero and ending
the joyful party.
Meaulnes.

Here, Frantz disrupts the calm, happy state of

The window provided Meaulnes a passage into a

privileged time and space.

This paradise fades when Frantz arrives

by the same window, disrupting the interiority.i75

Meaulnes

prepares to depart and it is outside, under the windows that he
perceives reality and the end of his wonderful adventure.

Leaving

the m ysterious domain, M eaulnes wonders behind which window
Yvonne may be found.

She, his ideal love, and the possible happiness

she embodies, is on the other (in)side of the window.

During the

departure, Meaulnes attempts to discern where he is and where he is

175 Jone, 343.
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going by looking out the window of the coach but in keeping with the
other-worldly nature of the place, he cannot pierce the obscurity.
The window here succeeds in preventing M eaulnes from knowing
where he is so that he may not return.

It is through the window that

he sees the flash of light and the pierrot carrying the limp body.
Meaulnes sleeps until someone knocks on the window bringing him
back to reality and a return home.
As Meaulnes entered the other' world through a window, so is
the bohemians carriage—perceived from the outside—likened to an
other' world.

Meaulnes and François attempt to look in through the

window o f the carriage: " . . . qui nous paraissait être le mystérieux
passage et l'antichambre du Pays dont nous avions perdu le
c h e m in ."176

Comfort for François is found inside; he only dreams of

going through the window in pursuit of adventure, though he never
does (p. 21, p. 288).

Meaulnes breaks through to the other side and

finds his ideal and dream inside a window when he is outside.
François is able to stay indoors and find peace.

Meaulnes however,

resists and is unable to relinquish his adventurous spirit which
beckons him outside.

176 Alain-Fournier,

149.
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In the letters Meaulnes wrote to François, he speaks o f his
quest to find Yvonne in Paris.

Not bold enough to knock at the door,

he stays outside, looking for a sign from the windows.

At this point

however, he has begun to lose faith in finding her: "Tous les rideaux
sont fermés et il faudrait être fou pour espérer qu'un jour, entre ces
rideaux tirés, le visage d'Yvonne de Calais puisse apparaître."177 He
becom es more desperate with the passage of time, believing that the
adventure risks being a failure due to not finding Yvonne; "Je passe
encore sous cette fenêtre, . . . J'attends encore, sans le moindre espoir,
par fo lie ."178

He still holds onto a remote hope that she w ill appear

behind the window but after a few days gives up all hope forever:
"Hélas! la vitre reste blanchie. . . . Notre aventure est finie. . . . Il
vaudrait mieux tout oublier."179
Once married, the couple enjoy one evening together installed
in the chateau.
window.

Once again the restless Meaulnes gazes out the

Now that he has found his true love, he has the possibility

to enjoy his new-found domesticity.

177 Ibid., 184.
178 Ibid., 187.
179 Ibid., 188.

His dream and the present
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reality coincide here, finally, but Meaulnes turns outward and his
attention is drawn out the window.

In an attempt to shut out the

temptation, Meaulnes closes the shutters as a last gesture.

Even this

act can not prevent him from leaving.
W hile Yvonne is lying on her deathbed, François goes to pay
her a visit.

She holds François' hand and tries to speak but can not;

she looks out the window, then longingly back to François: " . . .
comm e pour me faire signe d'aller dehors chercher

Q u e l q u ' u n . " ! 80

For the first time Yvonne looks out the window in search of her
happiness, but it does not come.

As Yvonne's coffin cannot fit out the

window, as Louisa Jone comments, "Not even in death can windows
be passageways for

h e r ." i8 i

W e can surmise from the frequent application of windows in
the text that they have symbolic meaning.

I believe the possible

meaning to be two fold: windows separate the dream world of the
enigm atic, singular Meaulnes with the real, everyday world
belonging to the other characters—except Frantz.

Secondly, in the

theme o f unattainable happiness, windows are a boundary between

180 Ibid., 280.
181 Jone, 345.
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the possibility and impossibility of achieving this goal.
the novel happiness is continuously found in an interior.

Throughout
In the

exterior, adventure calls and happiness is evasive and finally
ruptured.

Twice Meaulnes experiences the interior happiness: at the

fête and on his wedding night.

Both times the window plays with his

nature and he is summoned outside, relinquishing his ephemeral
h a p p in ess.

LIGHT AND DARK

In continuation with the study of symbols in the novel, and
their importance in the structure of the theme o f unattainable
happiness, it is interesting to note the descriptions of lighting and
their possible sym bolic representations.

The effect o f light and dark

can be interpreted similarly to the previously discussed symbolism
of the interior and exterior worlds divided by windows.
indoors is sym bolically juxtaposed with darkness outside.

Light found
A lighted

room often indicates the warmth and security o f a fam ily around the
hearth.

The imagery of darkness sym bolizes the illusory and other

worldly nature o f Meaulnes and his quest.
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Comparatively, François’ nature is correlative to light, reality,
and the indoors—the opposite of Meaulnes. Engel comments on:

. .

l'opposition qui se dresse entre le grand Meaulnes et la fam ille
Seurel, opposition qui se sym bolise, par la lum ière."182 Thus,
darkness portends the failed quest and forebodes unhappiness.
There are remarkable occurrences of lighting, especially darkness—
o b sc u r —which reflect the characters psychological state or emphasize
the atmosphere of a particular situation.

Vincent Engel notes the

importance of the word o b scu r: " . . . employé non seulement pour
décrire la luminosité déficiente, mais aussi pour qualifier la pensée
d'un

p e r s o n n a g e . "183

Darkness reigns in the better part of the novel

and the pivotal scenes are played out in semi-darkness or obscurity.
The interplay between dark and light is understood throughout the
novel by what occurs at night or in shadows—in contrast to what
occurs during the day or in artificial light.

These indicators of

artificial light include firelight, candlelight, and the light from
lanterns and lamps.

182

Engel, 8.

183 Ibid., 5.
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M eaulnes is first perceived in the darkness, audibly and
m ysteriously, before he emerges from a darkened doorway.

The

first time Meaulnes speaks is to ask François to accompany him out
into the dark courtyard where he marks his arrival with the
fireworks display.

François' mother perceives him: " . . . dressé dans

la lueur magique. "184

This initial introduction of Meaulnes associates

him with darkness and magic, in the way that he is associated with
the outdoors.

Previously, the yard was deserted after school, but

with the arrival of Meaulnes, the boys are provoked by Meaulnes to
play outside, just as the light of day was waning, until dark.
Meaulnes' influence on François is great and François begins to
participate somewhat in the world of darkness although he is not
entirely comfortable there.
Before Meaulnes' arrival, François, due to his delicate
constitution and unadventurous spirit, usually remains at home.
During the day he reads inside the classroom, e n fe r m é , until it grows
dark, then retreats into the home.

François would sometimes

attempt to accompany village boys on outings, but his protective
mother would call him into the house before nightfall.

184 Alain-Fournier,

19.

Later, when
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François is stealing biscuits and liqueur with Jasmin, it is dark, and
he feels guilty and remorseful.
adventures at night: " . . .

He is unable to participate happily in

tant ces aventures-là me déplaisent.

D'ailleurs la nuit tombe. "185

Even later when he is a schoolmaster, he

remains indoors: "II me fallut rester enfermé dans l'école pendant
toute la journée."186
The sense of closure within the home and hearth is interrupted
and broken by the arrival of Meaulnes.

Again, Meaulnes, linked with

darkness, ruptures the tranquility of François, linked with light.
Inside the home, fires and candles burn warmly, representing the
secure and dom estic bliss found beside the hearth.
The representation of the effect of light in the enclosed home is
made evident in the beginning of the novel.

François recounts the

disruption M eaulnes makes on his peaceful childhood, embodied in
the lighted home: "Mais quelqu'un est venu qui m'a enlevé à tous ces
plaisirs d'enfant paisible.

Quelqu'un a soufflé la bougie qui éclairait

pour m oi le doux visage maternel penché sur le repas du soir.
Quelqu'un a éteint la lampe autour de laquelle nous étions une

185 Ibid., 181.
186 Ibid., 260.
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famille heureuse, à la nuit, lorsque mon père avait accroché les

volets.” (italics m ine),187

it is clear in this passage that Meaulnes'

arrival blows out the candle and puts out the lamp of domestic
happiness found previously in François' home.

Candlelight, firelight,

and lamplight represent this familial tranquility.

Engel supports this

representation:
Le feu représente, dans Le grand Meaulnes, I'univers
protégé, sécurisant, de la famille, de la cellule bourgeoise.
. . Elle symbolise la sécurité, mais aussi le refus de
l'aventure, la sédentarité, l'imm obilité. Augustin s'oppose
à cette vision de la lumière, de la vie, et tente d'en
écarter François. . . . Augustin, par opposition au feu,
choisit la lumière de la lampe, de la bougie, lumière
fragile, farouche, sauvage, sans cesse menacée. 188

Shutters are also frequently utilized and represent an enclosed,
secure feeling found within the home where happiness reigns.

The

use o f this symbol is clear when Meaulnes discovers the cottage
while lost on the first night of his adventure.

When it is completely

dark and Meaulnes is lost, he longingly imagines the Seurels at home:
"Lorsqu'il fit tout à fait noir, Meaulnes songea soudain, avec un
serrement de coeur, à la salle à manger de Sainte-Agathe, où nous

187 Alain-Fournier, 21.
188

Engel, 17.
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devions, à cette heure, être tous réunis." 189
a light in the distance and feels comforted.

Thereafter, he perceives
He approaches the

cottage, realizes that the shutters are open, and perceives a glowing
fire.

He is welcom ed inside from the darkness and the woman has

him approach the fire to warm himself.

He agrees to stay the night,

but must first return into the darkness and take care of the horse.
Later, he perceives the light anew and attempts to find the house
again.

However, lost amidst the maze of paths, the light disappears.

He believes they must have closed the shutters, and he is unable to
find his way back to the cottage.

It is not possible for the character

o f Meaulnes to embrace this enclosed happiness represented by the
dom estic couple, their fire, and closed shutters.
Meaulnes' inability to exist peacefully within a place where the
shutters are closed, is illuminated when he searches for Yvonne: "Au
moment où il va faire nuit, je ne puis me décider à rentrer, à fermer
les volets de ma chambre."i90

Hesitantly, he briefly succeeds in

closing the shutters on his wedding night, but it is apparent that he
cannot exist within: "II sortit lentement, silencieusem ent, après avoir

189 Alain-Fournier,
190 Ibid., 187.

59-60.
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regardé sa jeune femme une fois encore.

Nous le vîmes, de la lisière

du bois, fermer d'abord avec hésitation un volet, en fermer un autre,
et soudain s'enfuir à toutes jambes dans notre direction."i9i

He and

Yvonne eventually return to their home, but this scene may be a
premonition o f his final flight the next morning.

François arrives

that evening and perceives the closed shutters; he does not dare
bother the couple but is deeply haunted by a sense of doom.
Initially, François interprets the closed house as a sign o f domestic
happiness.

Bruno Tritsmans comments; "François note que Meaulnes

et Yvonne restent seuls aux Sablonnières après leur mariage, clôture
interprétée par lui comme le signe du bonheur, et qui se caractérise
par l'exclusion de tout ce qui est extérieur."192
somewhere inside gives him the same sensation.

Later, a fire burning
However, his

instincts are correct: he does not know that Meaulnes has departed,
but feels his absence.

The clearest sign of Meaulnes' inability to

accept a domestic contentment, including the hearth, is when he is in
W ellington's room at the f e t e .

In daylight he portrays domesticity

191 Ibid., 256.
192 Bruno Tritsmans, "Le Grand Meaulnes: un imaginaire
aporétique," Orbus Litterarum 36(3) (1981), 87.
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and arranges the room, an interior, to his liking.

However, he fails in

his attempts to light the fire.
At the end of the fê te . Frantz arrives and puts out the light on
Meaulnes' happiness just as Meaulnes did to François’: "C'était la fin
de la bougie, dont la flamme vacilla, rampa une seconde et s'éteignit.
Meaulnes rentra dans sa propre chambre et ferma la porte.

Malgré

l'obscurité, il reconnut chacune des choses qu'il avait rangées en
plein jour, en plein bonheur” (italics m ine).193 He felt a brief
happiness enclosed in his room during the day, but night falls, the
fire remains unlit, and Frantz breaks the spell.
Meaulnes is described on numerous occasions by his wish to
participate in the happiness found in an enclosed lighted room.
W hile sleeping in the barn before entering the domain, Meaulnes
dreams o f domestic bliss: "En ce lieu coulait une lumière si douce
qu'on eût cru pouvoir la goûter."194

Later at the domain, while

wandering, he is drawn to the lighted room where Yvonne is playing
the piano.

He enters and feels a great contentment: "Meaulnes se

193 Ibid., 108.
194 Ibid., 69.
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trouvait là plongé dans le bonheur le plus calme du monde. . . . Alors
ce fut un rêve comme son rêve de jadis."195
The play between light and dark on the wedding night is again
apparent when Yvonne proposes to play the piano.

When it grows

dark Meaulnes stokes the fire as it threatens to go out, and is forced
to light a candle.

It is in this insubstantial light that Yvonne is

described as having redness in her cheeks: ". . . le signe d'une grande
anxiété." 196

Her anxiety, brought out by the candlelight, forebodes

Meaulnes' flight and her demise.
Lanterns also play an important role in the other-worldliness
o f Meaulnes' adventure.

At the fê te , lanterns are lit in the windows

o f the chateau as beacons for the wedding guests of Frantz.

The

lanterns are extinguished and the crowd is forced to depart in
complete darkness.

This is a sign of the end of the wonderful fê te

and the futility of Meaulnes' quest.
A lantern also burns inside the carriage of Frantz and Ganache,
a symbol of the mysterious domain: " . . . I'humble bicoque, qui nous
paraissait être le mystérieux passage et l'antichambre du Pays dont

195 Ibid., 90-1.
196 Ibid., 255.
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nous avions perdu le chemin."197

After Meaulnes recognizes Frantz,

he proceeds to the carriage and knocks at the door.

However, in

keeping with the mystery surrounding the adventure, the lantern is
no longer burning, there is no answer, and the gypsies disappear
during the night.
The adventure at the domain unfolds throughout Chapters 8 to
17 in Part One.
numerous.

In these chapters, descriptions o f poor lighting are

There is an especially uncanny number of instances in

which these words are employed: obscur (12), nuit (7), noir (5), and
om bre (4).

Not unsurprising, these words

of deficient lighting are not

found in Chapter 15, La Rencontre.
The entirety of the adventure occurs in a v a -e t-v ie n t with
shadows and darkness.

Meaulnes' adventure really only commences

when he awakens as night falls.
for the failed adventure/initiation.

Darkness seems to be a prerequisite
Recall

that both Meaulnes and

Frantz entered and departed the domain under the cover of
darkness.

Meaulnes' two perceptions of Frantz at the domain occur

in the shadows, by candlelight.

The important scene where Meaulnes

finally discovers Frantz' identity occurs, naturally, in a cloudy, dim

197 Ibid., 149.
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light reminiscent of their first encounter: "On voyait, dans la lueur
fumeuse, comme naguère à la lumière de la bougie, dans la chambre
du Domaine."i98
Frantz' appearance and departure at the domain o f the happy
couple again occurs in the shadows at nightfall.

François describes

Frantz as a shadow emerging and disappearing amongst the trees.
Finally, while Meaulnes and Valentine are dining with friends,
Meaulnes admits an ill feeling which is emphasized by the dark
room:

"Dans cette salle obscure, il avait l'impression de commettre

une faute."199
It is evident in these passages that the world of Meaulnes and
his adventure belongs in shadows, obscure lighting, and darkness.
Thus, it is in the context of this dark world where the failed quest for
happiness unrolls.

The idea of pure love gestates in this realm of

illusions

and

ideality, where reality is

obscured.

As

the

quest for finding Yvonne

continues, Meaulnes strives to

seek her

out

only at night, in keeping

with therepresentation of

darkness

that

dominated at the fete.

198 Ibid., 157.
199 Ibid., 300.

Meaulnes him self elucidates his
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failed quest with the imagery of night, in a letter to François: " . . .
c'est la ville déserte, ton amour perdu, la nuit interminable, l'été, la
fièvre . . . Seurel, mon ami, je suis dans une grande détresse . "200 in
his last letter to François, Meaulnes again repeats these distressed
feelings, and asks François to forget everything, including him self
and the adventure: "Je passe encore sous cette fenêtre, écrivait-il.
J'attends encore, sans la moindre espoir, par folie.

A la fin de ces

froids dimanches d'automne, au moment où il vas faire nuit, je ne
puis me décider à rentrer, à fermer les volets de ma chambre . . .
vaut mieux m'oublier.

il

Il vaudrait mieux tout oublier . "201

François and Yvonne only speak about Meaulnes dans l'ombre.
When Meaulnes is in question, night and darkness surround the
characters. The darkness in this chapter may also represent the
pending death of Yvonne.

Previously associated with light and the

possibility of happiness, she now partakes in the dark world until
her death.
In contrast with Yvonne, and in keeping with the imagery of
darkness and the quest in the world of Meaulnes, Valentine is

200

Ibid., 186.

201

Ibid.,

187-8.
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respectfully represented in images of darkness.

The relationship

between Meaulnes and Valentine belongs to the night.
Meaulnes' return at the end of the novel is remarkable in that
he appears vaguely in the semi-darkness of dawn.

As the adventure

and life of Meaulnes must remain enveloped in darkness, François'
final perception of Meaulnes is instinctively accurate: "Et déjà je
l'imaginais, la nuit, enveloppant sa fille dans un manteau, et partant
avec elle pour de nouvelles aventures."202

This last sentence

indicates the futility of Meaulnes ever realizing where he might find
happiness.

Now, however, it appears his daughter may become a

victim o f his high expectations and errant lifestyle.

Meaulnes again,

as in the beginning of the novel, takes away something important—
now the daughter whom François has cared for—from François' life,
leaving him alone and unhappy.

Meaulnes' leaving with his daughter

at the end represents the circular structure of the novel and the
failed realization on Meaulnes' part.
The natural world of daylight seems to represent the clarity of
reality and the possibility for happiness, in opposition to the dark,
illusory world that surrounds Meaulnes and his failed quest.

202 Ibid., 315.

During
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the days of Meaulnes' adventure, the sun shines brightly, indicating
the possibility o f a new beginning and hope: the initiation.

The fine

weather and sunshine become associated with Yvonne and are
prerequisites for the meeting to transpire: "II fit quelques pas et se
trouva comme transporté dans une journée de printemps.

Ce fut en

effet le matin le plus doux de cet hiver-là. Il faisait du soleil comme
aux premiers jours

d ' a v r i l . "203

Again, it is a beautiful sunny day

when M eaulnes and Yvonne meet again at the 're-enacted' outing,
but darkness arrives quickly.

As Engel notes, the sunlight is

deceiving: "Et si le premier voyage de Meaulnes vers le domaine, que
ce soit à l'aller ou au retour, s'est effectué dans la nuit, lorsqu'il
envisage d'en retrouver le chemin, c'est dans le temps de la matinée,
en pleine lumière donc, loin du rêve et de la

f é e r i e . "204

Meaulnes'

first perception of Yvonne at the fête took place in the lit room at
night.
The day after the circus and the unmasking of Frantz, Meaulnes
and François undertake to find the road to the domain, as the sun
burns off the mist and a radiant morning commences.

203

Ibid., 92.

204 Engel, 13.

At this point
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François and Meaulnes are filled with hope.

François, on his own

'adventure,' imagines a long dark road ending in a circle of light: his
long-awaited goal:

. . une longue avenue sombre dont la sortie est

un rond de lumière . . .
l'immense allée

un point de lumière tout au bout de

n o i r e . "205

However, as the mysterious domain

remains in the dark, the search is finally futile as the fresh morning
light transforms into a harsh, oppressive light.
hope, but only deceives the protagonists.

Sunlight represents

Not only do these scenes

contrast with the adventure of Meaulnes, they also reinforce the
lighted world of François.

François betrays Meaulnes' secret

adventure by daylight.
Meaulnes' brief realization of happiness with Valentine, before
her unmasking, occurs one morning when they are staying at an Inn.
He awakens in the sunlight and feels content: "Tout cela se confondait
dans l'impression unique d'un réveil à la campagne, au début de
d élicieu ses grandes

v a c a n c e s . "206

Jn the moment before Valentine is

unmasked, the clouds clear and the sun comes out: "II fut beau. Ils

205 Alain-Fournier,
206 Ibid., 298.

168-9.
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crurent que, maintenant, tout irait

b i e n , "207

Sunlight bathes the

characters in an optimism of hope, but it is eventually false, as Engel
again notes: "Le soleil, une fois de plus, représente une clarté
t r o m p e u s e . "208

Light presents itself as an opportunity where

Meaulnes and Frantz do not have access.

They are unable to escape

from their dark nature and make the leap into the light of reality
where happiness is possible.
The use of the colors black and white may also reinforce the
imagery of light and dark.

Black and white play a significant role in

sym bolizing a character's psychological state.

I believe the author

has used these colors as symbols to represent aspects of these states,
or to emphasize the importance of certain situations.

In this novel, I

believe the author has chosen to use black, white, and green
specifically in order to stress a meaning he wishes to convey.

The

color black may represent the futility of the quest, the end o f the
adventure, and thus, unattainable happiness.

It also appears to

emphasize Meaulnes' participation in the dark and ideal world.
Contrastively, the color white may represent reality and clarity—

207

Ibid., 301.

208

Engel, 14-
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along with the symbols of light and day, where happiness is possible.
The color green is the most significant color in the dream-world
representing hope and happiness.
Along with the symbol of darkness, the color black is associated
with Meaulnes and his adventure.

Meaulnes is introduced at the

beginning of the novel wearing black.

When he makes his escape, he

is perceived as a forme noire.
After M eaulnes’ return, when he and François are preparing for
bed, François notes his dirty and torn black shirt.

This reinforces the

idea that Meaulnes attempted to shed his old self at his 'initiation
rite,' but was unsuccessful.

At the mysterious domain, Meaulnes

awoke in W ellington's room, rumpling and rolling his black smock
beneath him.

It is apparent that he unconsciously desires to rid

him self of his old person and begin a transformation.

He does

succeed in removing his black smock and puts on the silk vest for the
festivities.

However, he puts his black clothes back on—as his

initiation rite has failed—when he departs.
Both Valentine and Frantz are also associated with the color
black. Valentine is first mentioned at the fête as wearing a black
dress.

This seems an ironic attire for a bride-to-be.

Her wearing
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black may portend her failed marriage to Frantz and the inability to
grasp happiness when it faces her.

Frantz and Ganache are

consistently described wearing black.

Unfortunately, M eaulnes is

instructed to wear a black suit on the day he meets Yvonne.

Like

Valentine, this use o f the color black augurs his failed relationship
with her.
On the day that Meaulnes attempted to retrace his steps to the
dom ain—and was unsuccessful--he finds him self and François shut
up in the noire et vide classroom.

The black classroom appears to

emphasize the dejected and depressed state of Meaulnes.
that he makes the decision to leave.

It is here

Also saddened, François notes:

"Et c'est tout ce que je me rappelle de cette morne fin d'un grand jour
de défaite. " 2 0 9
When Meaulnes meets Valentine in person for the first time,
she is again wearing black.

Later, Meaulnes perceives her as looking

guilty: "Fine et grave, vêtue de noir, mais avec de la poudre au visage
et une collerette qui lui donne l'air d'un pierrot coupable.
fois douloureux et m alicieux . "210

209 Alain-Fournier,
210

Ibid., 294.

171.

Un air à la

it is consistent here in robing
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Valentine in black to demonstrate the failed relationships in the
novel.

It is important to note that after Meaulnes' departure,

Yvonne—for the first tim e—wears a black shawl, foreboding her
d ea th .
The most surprising use of the color black occurs again when
Meaulnes feels desperate.

On the night when Meaulnes goes in

search o f Valentine and feels that he is approaching hell, he wanders
aim lessly through the streets.

He arrives back from where he

started, but now there are people where before there were few.

In

his letter, he remarks: "II y a plus de monde que tout à l'heure - une
foule noire . . . Suppositions - Désespoir - Fatigue."2n

This 'black'

crowd seem s to reflect Meaulnes' desperate state o f mind.
In these examples, it appears that the author has used the
symbol of the color black to represent the world of Meaulnes.

His

failed and guilt-ridden relationship with Valentine is also evoked
with images of black, as well as the world of Frantz and Ganache.
Due to this representation of black, one can sense the failure of the
quest and thus, the theme of unattainable happiness.

211 Ibid., 293.
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The color white sym bolically indicates the road to possible
happiness.

W hile Meaulnes' world is dark, the white reality is ever

present at the domain.
horses are all white.

There, the roads, the children's dress, and the
Meaulnes imagines Yvonne strolling through

the gardens under the halo of a white parasol.

This symbolization,

along with light and sunshine, represents the reality of possibly
finding happiness in this world.
as the sunlight.

However, white can be as deceiving

It represents a temporal happiness, just as the

winter coldness awakens Meaulnes from his reverie of Yvonne under
the parasol.

The path to the dream-world is white, but Meaulnes

cannot escape from his black world, embrace the domain for what it
sym bolizes, and fails to participate in reality.
However, the notable use of the color green can be interpreted
to sym bolize an other-worldly happiness—the finality of his quest—
for Meaulnes.

When both Meaulnes and François embark on their

adventures, they perceive green meadows and are full of hope.

The

m ost representative use of green is in Meaulnes' dream of ideal
happiness where he finds him self in a green room.

The next day,

when he awakens at the domain, his room is illuminated by green
lanterns.

He also perceives m usic—part of the dream- behind green
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curtains.

He is full of hope and contentment in this environment.

Meaulnes' journal—where he has written all his hopes and dreams—
is also green.

Lastly, as Meaulnes leaves Paris in desperation, the

symbol of green is again portrayed with happiness and love; "Aux
environs de la route, dans la vallée, de délicieuses maisons fermières,
entre les arbres, au bord de l'eau, montraient leurs pignons pointus
garnis de treillis verts.

Sans doute, là-bas, sur les pelouses, des

jeunes filles attentives parlaient de l'amour.

On imaginait, là-bas, des

âmes, de belles âmes" (italics mine).2i2
Lighting, or lack thereof, has been shown to play a significant
role in the imagery invoked throughout the novel.

Meaulnes

participates in a darkened world of shadows and obscurity.

His

adventure and his quest must occur in darkness in order to keep the
illusory and other-worldly quality intact.

Contrastively, François

partakes in the world of light and reality where happiness is possible
and where domestic peace is found.

Comparatively, Frantz and

Valentine are linked to the failed quest of Meaulnes in his shadowy
world whereas Yvonne, like François, is represented in the light of
day.

The use o f the colors black and white respectively support this

212 Ibid., 308.
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representation while the use o f green sym bolizes Meaulnes' illusory
world where happiness is possible.

CONCLUSION

In Alain-Fournier's Le Grand M eaulnes. the theme of
unattainable happiness can be traced throughout the novel.
Meaulnes' quest for happiness becomes futile due to his inability to
relinquish past memories.

In Meaulnes' imagination, it appears that

the character o f Yvonne represents an ideal image of perfection: she
embodies every expectation of his ideal of woman.

She, combined

with the domain, become his ideal o f happiness in this world.
Thereafter, Meaulnes' life becomes a quest to retrieve not only
Yvonne and the domain, but the feelings inspired at that moment.
However, his ideal is no longer complete without the domain and his
quest is irretrievable.

His ideal rests in a moment in time where his

desire cannot be relived.
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Unconsciously, Meaulnes believes he can realize his ideal of
happiness in marrying Yvonne.

However, it is evident that the

reality cannot measure up to the imaginative.

Possibly, Meaulnes'

desire was stronger than the acquisition of his desire.

Through his

actions, it is apparent that Meaulnes' happiness does not exist in this
world, but in another dimension of highly imaginative expectations.
He mourns his lost youth, innocence, and sense of wonder.

His ideal

of happiness was formed in an adolescent imagination where his
beloved countryside, his youthful spirit, and a woman together
embodied happiness.

Unable to make the leap into adulthood by

clinging to a singular moment in the past renders the hero incapable
o f attaining happiness.
It is evident that other characters in the novel fall victim to
Meaulnes' illusory ideal.

Meaulnes takes away any real happiness

from Yvonne and François, who actually hold that possibility in their
reality-based world.

It is clear that Meaulnes refuses to accept

reality and prefers to
his imagination reigns.

exist in an adventurous dream-world where
He had the opportunity

domain but failed in asymbolic initiation rite.
attempt to exist in the

for maturation atthe

Thereafter, each

real world failed and consequently hurt
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others.

The imagery of roads, windows, and lighting sym bolize the

failed quest for happiness.

The use of these symbols juxtaposes

M eaulnes and his ideal—although non-existent—world with the real
world where happiness is possible.

As Alain-Fournier noted, perhaps

it is only in death that one can find that happiness that was so vainly
sought after in this world.
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